THREE DAYS THAT CHANGED THE COURSE OF HISTORY
K0332599

While a lot has been written on the extreme violence that engulfed Rwanda frOID April 1994, this
journal centers on an unknown facet of that history, namely the short period that began on 6 April
with the downing of the Presidential plane and ended on 9 April with the swearing in of the
"interim" authorities.
Three days that are of crucial importance! It was during this very short lapse of time that several
events occurred: the attack on the plane that provided the spark, but aiso the setting in motion of the
killing machine and political assassinations as well as the murder of the ten peacekeepers, which to
a great extent led to the dis engagement of the international community.
is period also witnessed
the emergence of political chai ces that exc1uded any peaceful
the crisis and the
resumption of the civil war that brought the RPF to power and
an inextricable political
situation in the country.
The writer attempts to fol1ow the itinerary of various
strategies they put in place as weIl as the errors they
manner, relying mainly, as a matter of course, on
piece of work. Neverthe1ess, it highlights sever
greater insight into the truth surrounding one of the clar
In addition to the narrative reviewing th
three days in Bujumbura, the capital city
1993. Cornparing these two events is not 0
at stake behind the violence in both instanc
majority ethnie group in the case of Rwanda
the case of Burundi.

personalities, the
a down-to-earth
. complete
ch provide

istory.

0

lution is not found urgently for both Burundi
thing else but a prelude to a violent and
thereby endangering the very survival of

The writer conc1ude
and Rwanda, the e en
sustained destabilization
millions of

This journal
than a year and a half after the period it refers to and this is as a
result of a corn
factors. First and foremost, during the tirst months following the
onset of the Rw
, like many others who were interested in what went on in that
country, 1 was very
preoccupied with the aftermath of the tragedy and one of our mast
Immediate concerns
0 save human lives and our efforts were geared towards evacuating those
Rwandans directly un er the threat of death between April and July 1994. Soon after the terrible
human rights violations perpetrated by the former regime ceased as a result of its defeat, we were
faced with other crises with the installation of the new regime in Kigali: a disturbing practice of
human rights violation newly emerged, and once again those under threat had to be "evacuated".
Furthermore, conducting this research work among other occupations was in itself intrinsically
difficult. In effect, the main source ofmaterial was persona! testimonies. However, many witnesses
who were in one way or the other actors in tbis tragedy, had reasons to keep quiet or not to say the
(whole) truth, and besides sorne of them changed their story as the investigations progressed.
Consequently, it became necessary to crosscheck and verify the testimonies given, and the fact that
witnesses' memories become blurred and that in times of serious crises people do not look at their
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Kü332600
watches or keep diaries did not make matters any easier. The research was further hampered by the
fact that the witnesses were scattered in different countries and 1had neither the financial means nor
the time ta visit all of them. For sorne of them, and not the least, 1 therefore had ta resort to
communicating with them via letters, fax messages or telephone, which can never replace direct
interviews. To make matters worse, in early 1995, 1was declared persona non grata in Rwanda and
traveling to Gama and Bukavu ta interview new refugees carried its own risks because 1 had been
very critical of the former regime. In such an extremely polarized political atmosphère, like a lot of
others who tried ta see things in an objective manner, 1 found myself eaught between the devil and
the deep blue sea; considered as an R.P.F supporter by sorne and as a supporter of the former
regime by ethers.
Which means that this research is still at its intermediary stage: it is
most probably contains errors and eertainly gaps. Nonetheless, l ha
now, while 1 am well aware that a lot of questions remain unaus
use other sources, because I believe that this should he done w
in any event, this work contains new evidenee to be of
unanswered questions eonstitute material for researeh
journalists and legal investigators who wish to study
wherewithal ta do sa.

ar as 1 know, none specifically deals with
olette Braeckmarr and Françios-Xavier
e attack on the plane and the death of the ten
cre
these works were publisbed saon after the events
orld to the Rwandan issue. However, the authors did not
eed with which the works were published explains in
ies 0
veral points; a lot of events and analyses are based on a
, and what is more, these are sometimes second-hand testimonies.
highlight an the errors and I shall refrain frOIDdoing that unless

At the end of this jo
narrate the events of another 72-hour period, from 20 to 23 October
1993 in Burundi, the
them neighbour of Rwanda", This is included for three reasons: the first is
that there was need ta make available a detailed description of the events of Bujumbura to serve
history. The second reason is that the violent events that took place in Rwanda and Burundi tend ta
strengthen each other mutually in a twisted lcgic, and that the coup d'Etat in Burundi and the
C. Braeckman, Rwanda, Histoire d'un genocide, Paris, Fayard, 1994.
Verschave, Complicité de genocide? La politique de la France au Rwanda, Paris, La Découverte, 1994.
4 Besides, it is important to highlight the fact that Braeckman's and Verschave's publications are among the best. One
of the most striking specimens of this "gutter press" of doubtful quality was produced by Krop (p. Krop, Le genocide
franco-africain, Paris, J.C.Latteès, 1994).
5 Most of this information was collected during an investigation mission to Burundi from 26 January to 10 Febro.ary
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1994. The French examining magistrate, J.P. Getti and the Canadian professor, W. Schabas were the ether members of
the team 1 was in when 1 investigated on the period under review,
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assassination of President Ndadaye contributed to the Rwandan tragedy. Finally, the third reason, as
1 will show in the conclusion, is that one could detect striking analogies between the events of
October 1993 in Bujumbura and the 1994 events in Kigali and that analyzing the former
consequently provides useful material for comparison.
Let me say a word or two about the methodology. As indicated ab ove, the main source of materia1
for the journal was witness testimonies, which highlights the problem of the quality of information,
all the more 50 since in most cases it was impossible to bring the witnesses face to face. 1 will only
write in the affirmative if at least two reliable6 witnesses independently testify to the same event,
otherwise (when a witness or several witnesses seem to be less reliable) 1 will use the conditional.
Where an author assumes responsibility for a document, this is treated as testimony. A major
problem an academie researcher, who is used to indicating bis sour
onfronted with, is that
most of the witnesses (1 interviewed more than a hundred) p
d t remain anonymous.
Therefore rather than quote the few informers who did not obje
t, 1 decided not to identify
any of my sources who testified orally.
arch and and Jean. g through the
sponsible
was kind
iovisual center

This manuscript was finalized at the begi

6

"Reliable" is obviously a relative and subjective concept and what should be taken into account here is the personal

interest of the witness, the coherenceof bis testimony,whether other events he testified to are credible and finaUy
whether the observation was made directly or not.
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Background'
During the second half of 1990, Rwanda was faced with a two-pronged challenge: on the one hand
within the context of the ''wind of change" blowing across Africa and in the wake of the Summit of
La Baule, President Habyarimana, announced on 5 July 1990 that the country will be entering into a
democratization process. On the other hand, the Rwandan Patriotic Front (R.P.F) launched an
invasion from Uganda on 1 October. Since the RPF was composed mainly of Tutsi refugees who
went on exile in several waves since the 1959-1961 revolution, the attack was seen (or presented) as
an attempt to reinstate the "feudal monarchie al regime" of the past.
Whilst the initial attack was repelled, the RPF launched guerrilla warfare in the northem part of the
country, which was easy to wage since it still benefited from support
ganda. In spite of the
war, the democratization process appeared to be on course like els
e in Africa: promulgation
of a new constitution endorsing the multi-party system on 10 J
recognition of opposition
parties from July and the formation of the coalition governm
a prime minister frOID
the opposition in April 1992. The fact that this governme
t
e one hand, coupled
with the RPF's success in occupying sorne territory, th
rthernmost part of
the country, paved the way for a process ofnegotiati
the RPF.

ent of a rnilitary force by the UN known as the
Rwanda" (UNAMIR). In this instance, the Arusha
, in effect, it was impossible to deploy a contingent of
days. In fact, it was only on 5 October 1993 that the
72 (1993), decided to set up UNAMIR and its deployment

Whilst the presenc
IR appeared to pave way for the implementation of the Arusha
accords, the process
ogressively hampered by the emergence of new obstacles. As early as
mid-1993, the politic
scene became distorted: instead of three players, namely M.R.N.D, the
internaI opposition and RPF, it progressively was dominated by two alone. As we shall see later on,
this explains the ever-crucial threat of the arithrnetic of very small numbers. The political parties
forming the internal opposition broke up into two wings, one in favour of the Arusha accords
(ca11ed "pro-RPF") and the other suspicions of RPF and increasingly getting closer to the former
single party, M.R.N.n (called "Power"). In tum, M.D,R, P.L, P,S.D and P.D,C experienced splits in
their midst in line with this division, a phenomenon which will completely bi-polarized the political
scene. The coup d'etat of 20-21 October 1993 in Burundi and the assassination of the first elected
7 For

a more detailed aualysis of the evolution of the polltico-military situation in Rwanda

frOID

1990-1994, consult

F.Reyntjens' publication, L'Afrique des grands lacs en crise. Rwanda, Burundi: 1988-1994, Paris, Karthala, 1994.
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K0332603
Head of State, Melchior Ndadaye, a Hutu. by Tutsi rebels strengthened the distrust towards RPF
and led to a rejection of any power-sharing proposaI. With hindsight, it could be said that in the
rninds of many the Arusha accords disappeared with President Ndadaye, all the more so since a lot
of Hutus were shocked by the jubilation of sorne Tutsis in Kigali when the death of the Burundian
President was announced and also because of their refusal to participate in the demonstration in
support of the Burundian people organized on 23 October 1993.
On 28 December 1993. RPF leaders. including future ministers and parliamentarians arrived in
Kigali accornpanied by a 600 man strong battalion of the Rwandan Patriotic Army (R.P .A). the
armed wing ofR.P .F, charged with providing them security. They were quartered within the C.N.D,
the Conseil national de développement, what the Parliament was caIled during the Second Republic,
The fact that the symbol of the sovereignty of the people was chose
commodate the R.P.F
caused a lot of dissent, which further discredited the Arusha accords

or aIl these stumbling blocks: the Arusha
d as "consociational" as they aim at avoiding
upper hand and also to exclude purely majority
ernment decisions should be taken through consensus,
orsed by a two-third's majority that is by 14 ministers
n Par
ent, certain important matters (especiaIly indicting the
sin a vote of no confidence against the government) should be
rity vote, that is 48 parliamentarians out of 71. Therefore in order
e-third + one vote needed to block decisions, M.R.N.D therefore

in the gove
1: apart from its 5 ministers, 3 others (most probably 2 from M.D.R Power
and 1 from P.L Power);
in the Parliament: apart from its 11 parliamentarians, 13 others (most probably 6 from
M.D.R Power. 5 frOID P.L Power and 2 from the small parties).
The "R.P.F camp" (R.P.F, P.S.D. M.D.R-Twagiramungu, P.L-Ndasingwa. P.D.C) would therefore
attempt to obtain this two-third's majority whilst the "M.R.N.D Camp" would try to stop it from
Initially, UNAMIR proposed that the R.P.F be quartered at KAMI Camp. R.P.F refused, considering this location too
far away frOID Kigali. After difficult negotiations, President Habyarimana fmally yielded and accepted that the R.P.F

8

battalion be stationed at CN.D.
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Kü3326ü4
achieving that. Since each block was very close to achieving its objective, the stakes finally
narrowed down to attributing a ministerial portfolio allotted to P.L and one or two parliamentary
seats". In this contest, the middle-of-the-road politicians with democratie leanings turned out to be
real novices: they fell into the trap of the bi-polarized situation set by M.R.N.D and R.P.F, whilst
they could have exerted considerable political influence ifthey had portrayed themselves as a "third
force" capable of arbitrating between the two extremes and thereby tipping the seales.
This political battle and the impediments gradually 100 to a general deterioration of the situation
with numerous cases of violence thereby compromising the search for a political solution. The
assassination of the Public Works Minister, Félicien Gatabazi (p.S.D) on 21 February'" in Kigali,
and, most probably the revenge kiIling of Martin Bucyana, President of C,D.R in Butare the
following day significantly heightened tensions. The week of 21 Feb
articularly witnessed a
lot of agitation: tens of people died as a result of political viol
, whl st many others were
wounded. In March also tens of people were killed or wound
cases where firearms and
grenades were used, especially at Kinihira, Byumba and Kig

Against the background
s prepared themselves to resume hostilities
and strengthen
their po
tion of the peace accords. We have well
documente
f s
on
itted by the Rwandan Anny foLLowingan
investig
21 January 1994, a DCS belonging to the East African
Carg
n Kigali from Brussels via Châteauroux, France, where
it h
n Il. The militias from the parties close to the President
continued
read ess for the confrontation and we shall see later on that a
military-civilî
place a formidable "killing machine' under the very nose of the
international co
the RPF battalion, it increased its numbers weIl beyond what was
agreed; according
within UNAMIR, men, anus and amrmmition infiltrated into the
country during move
between its station at eND and the RPF occupied zone in the north of
the country and more er trucks were only superficially checked. On 6 March a Pajero jeep with
Burundi number plates was involved in a road traffie accident near eND; it was filled with
ammunition and grenades most probably destined for RPF. In addition, several armed RPF

This explains the ferocity of the fight around the representation ofP.D.I and the inclusion or not ofC.D.R, whilst in
any event, these small parties were only entitled to one parliamentarian.
10 I will come back to this case in due course.

9

Il Specifications: 900 pieces, 6Omm; total weight, 3,240 kg; type MC-HB60; batch no. 2BT-93. The consignment was
kept under seal at Kanombe camp and under UNAMIR control up to 7 April 1994.

6
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sympathizers spread out throughout the city whilst elsewhere in the country, clandestine "brigades"
were put in place.
Therefore, an atmosphere of imminent war reigned in Kigali as illustrated by the following excerpts
from the diary of a Rwandan without any political affiliations: "This situation is getting worse" (23
February); "It seems that M.R.N.n is looking for war" (24 February); "The spectre ofwar, is at its
height" (13 March); "everyone fears the renewed outbreak of civil war" (2 April). That was the
atmosphere that reigned in the country when President Habyarimana left to attend the regional
summit on Burundi and Rwanda held in Dar-es-salaam, never to return alive,

Map No. 1: Kanombe Air-port and Surroundings
Towards Kigali
Landing Strip
Kanombe Military Camp
Point of Impact of Plane
RAF 1Gendarmerie Position
Line of Approach of Plane

"La Ferme"
MasakaHill
Towards Rwamagana/ Kibungo
The shooting down of the plane
On 6 April 1994, at 20H22 local time in

First assumption: so
dical elements in the regime and in the Army;
Variant: sorne Frene soldiers acting on their behalf
This is the assumption that was believed by most people and which, to me, appeared the most
reasonable, far quite sorne time. The incrlminating elements first:
Let us start with the motive. As I mentioned earlier, bath the democratization process and the
application of the Arusha accords constituted, for the extremists of the regime, an existential threat,
from both the economie and political-ideological points ofview. From the economie point ofview,
for the mafia network of the Presidential entourage, it was the end of the honeymoon: no more

12

Two missiles were fired, but according to several eyewitnesses, only the second hit the plane,
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KD3326D6
privileges, no more "exemptions" of a11types, no more fraud and no more speculation. Politically
and ideologically, the Arusha accords were to open, for the "pure" and ''hard~line'' Hutus, the doors
of an RPF political-military Trojan herse. The fears of those extremists and others were heightened
by the tragic manner in which the Tutsi soldiers had tenninated the democratic experience in
Burundi (see above; I will retum to this towards the end of the book).
One cannot rule out the fact that the radicals, already infuriated by a secret meeting held in
Kampala on 9th March between the Presidents of Rwanda and Uganda, had feared that
Habyarimana had "surrendered". Earlier, on 4th April, hardly two days before the plane was shot
down, they had clearly expressed their refusai to implement the Arusha accords. At a party offered
ra
by the Senegalese contingent of the UNAM1R to mark their national da , Colonel Bagoso had
said in front of several witnesses that the Arusha accords offered no
tive for the future and
that aU the Tutsis should be extenninated. According to another wi
Ba osora is even alleged
to have expressed his disapproval for Habyarimana's planne
Dar es Salaam, adding:
"something bad could happen to him". This was not unprece
ing to Marc Rugenera:
"Bagos
participated in the Arusha process. When we
with the negotiations,
ora
he told us public1ythat he was returning to Kigali to prep
3

country's inextricable

two contradict
onies on
of the UN S
General,
va to obtain
audience with
al Secretary of the MRND, and a
te was ready to meet him in
hi there on two occasions.
,ganiro, fi
inister and son-in-law to
ch
, in addition to Higaniro and
and bis wife, Pasteur Musabe'"
'fe (a d ghter of the Head of State), In the
f Colonel Anatole Nsengiyumva, the Area
. et at the residence of the President of the
"nobility" of the regime: all those persons
Informel discussion rather than a working
en
outros Ghali was reluctant to renew the mandate
s were not resolved. Under pressure by his guest to take a
blic informed him that he would travel to Gbadolite on
on
April, prornising that he would meet him upon his return,
cone ete. The Head of State appeared rather uncompromising on
liament, castigated President Museveni for his military support to
ational community for the Intolerable pressure it was exerting on
ent supported with zeal the opinion of the Head of State and tried to
the RPF and its local and foreign allies were the sole cause of the
alady. As the Special Representative left Gisenyi, he was not under the

impression that things were about to get any better.
On the other hand, and in the opposite direction, Enoch Ruhigira, Director of Cabinet to President
Habyarimana, insists that the President, before even leaving for Dar es Salaam, had decided to put
an end to the tergiversations by going ahead with the implementation of the institutions provided
nd

African rights, Rwanda. Death, Despair and Defiance, 2 edition, revised August 1995, p. 86
14 Pasteur Musabe, Director of the Banque Continentale Africaine Rwanda (BACAR), is the brother of Colonel
Bagosora, whose important role we shall see in the latter part oftbis account.

13

15

Akazu literally means "the little hut", It designated the immediate entourage; both familial and political, of President

Habyarimana.

8
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for under the Arusha accords. According to Ruhigira, he had been instructed in the moming of 6th
Arril to draft a communiqué announcing that the transitional institutions would be put in place on
8t Apri116• Incidentally, Ruhigira was at the Airport at the time of the crash, where he had gone to
present bis draft to President Habyarimana for approval.
It should also be noted that there were sorne corporatist opponents ta the military protocol of the
Arusha accords. Since, according ta the protocol, the RPF was supposed to take half of the
positions in the command structure, sorne RAF officers were inevitably going to lose bath their
positions and the substantial perks they enjoyed hitherto.
That is all I cau say about the motive. What about the timing and the means? First of aIl, we know
where the missiles came from! They were fired from a location in the
îate vîcinîty of what is
called "La Ferme", on the dirt road connecting the Masaka hill t
mal Kigali-RwamaganaKibungo highway, "La Ferme" is located a few hundred metres
highway as the crow flies,
and hardly two ldlometres from the Kanombe army cam
The area was densely
populated. Many civilians and soldiers close to the regi'v
. 'on, at the junction
between the highway and the road to Masaka, was a
darmerie and the
RAF. This last bit of information is quite vital and
ontext. On this
subject, there is a testimony collected by the Belgi
ersonally
had the opportunity ta interview the witness (p. .
gist of his
statement. In the moming of 6th April, between 10 an
., hile P.H. w on ms way to
Lake Muhazi, he saw a joint RAF/Gendarmerie position at
t where the dirt road to Masaka
joins the highway to Rwamagaaa and
.
go. Having w
with the Rwandan Anny as a
civilian mechanic, P.H. was struck by se
ils: contrary
isting regulations in the
Kigali area (KWSA: Kigali Weapons Sec
e deploym
f heavy weapons had been
forbidden, he saw a four-barreled machine
cany , mounted on a trailer attached
to a jeep. Furthermore, two of the soldiers pre
g a webb cartridge case on his
shoulder, The cartridge c
ed ta con
pes of ap
ximately 1.5 metres 10ng17• By the
time P.H. returned to
ening, arou
19H45, he noticed that the position was still in
the same location.
k, he man
t notice that the four-barreled machinegun
had now been uncover
uce from thi
timony that a good half-an-hour before the
plane was shot
wn, there
position (with two surface-tc-air missiles?) a
few hundre
"La
A a
stage) I will criticize the deduction that seems to
emanate
and
introduce another assumption that is likely to explain these
obse
Let us no
been argued
exempt it from i
the weapons imp
oomprised'', among

0

of e surface-ta-air
y did not have any
ment.
t, according to a report
aire by the RAF after
between 40 and 50 SAM-7

missiles and the capacity ta use them. It has
surface-tc-air missiles) which in itself would
by Human Rights Watch, which inventoried
their defeat, their arsenal is said to have
and 15 Mistral19 missiles, which would tend

On 51h April, Mt Ruhigira had aIready informed Mt. Marnadou Kane, political advisor to Booh Booh, that he
expected the Head of State, on bis return from Tanzania, to issue a statement in which he would propose a solution that
would put an end to the political deadlock.
17 He was also struck by the way the two soldiers wore their berets. This was the origin of one of the "French"
assumptions, which 1 will revisit later,
l8 r use the conditional, because the information by Human Rights Watch cornes from a single source, British Captain
Sean Moorhouse, a G2 officer of the UNAMIR-ll, who also obtained it from a tbird party.
19 Human Rights Watch, Rwanda, A New Catastrophe? December 1994, p 4. Indeed, the Belgian Battalion of the
UNAMIR bad received information to the effect that the RAF had 15 Mistral missiles. Less than a week before the
plane was shot down, the Operations Centre (C-Ops) of the Belgian Army had expressed fear of missile attacks against
16

the C-130 planes of the Belgian Airforce (meeting with sorne 82 officers of the 1st Paratroopers Battalion and of the 2nd
Commando Battalion, Diest, 4 January 1995).
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to prove that the Rwandan Army did, in reality, possess a fairly sizeable surface-tc-air missile
capacity. It is obviously unlikely that an anny possesses sorne expensive arsenal without being able
to use if. However, it has been argued that it could not have been the Rwandan soldiers who fired
the missiles, because they had not been trained to use them. At a later stage, 1 will come back to this
line of argument, which particularly falls within the "French assumption",
The assumption that the whole incident was a coup mounted by radical elements of the regime is
based on the speed with which the RAF and the Gendarmerie reacted after the plane was shot
down. It was pointed out that within fifteen minutes of the attack on the plane, roadblocks were
erected around the Airport area and at sorne other points in town. As earlyas 20H45, sorne Belgian
soldiers belonging ta the UNAMIR and to the coopération technique militaire belge (CTM] had
already been neutralized around and within the Airport area, Accordi
itnesses who know the
Rwandan Army very well, it was impossible for the Army ta have
50 quickly, unless it had
been alerted in advance. The faet that the Presidential Guard .
ely banned access ta the
plane wreckage and to the debris of the missiles also appe
. There are sorne other
testimonies along the same lines. One witness alleges that r
ed in Kimihurura as
early as 19H30, nearly an hour before the plane was sho
by around 17H00,
a soldier allegedIy advised a female friend to go h
was going to
happen; and a third witness alleges that as early
we cadre
working at Rwandex allegedly told bis boss
IS evening".
Furthermore, sorne elements of the RAF, particularly
P chute Co
ando Battalion
stationed in Kanombe, are said to have killed several
(sorne sources talk of severa!
thousands) in the Masaka area starting ft
e evening of
il, These massive killings, which
started in the night of 6th to 7th April, w
eted in the
th to 9th April. Was it an
attempt ta eliminate sorne embarrassing wi
d have been difficult not to say
those in
control tower. Since it was during
t sight only; they must be certain that it was the
as closely followed by two other planes (a
. registered Beech craft 30 minutes away).
, UN AMIR officials were never present in the
resi
uard were. According to what the pilot of the
Id the newspaper Le Citoyen, the controller at the Kigali
e soldiers "who continuously asked him about the
esis of an act of complicity on the ground was arrived at
the 1 ding strip were tumed off during the plane's final approach.
ing that the lights were turned off by the control tower staff who
off the lights inside the control tower itself. In an exchange with
controller maintains that "there was a power failure", to which the
cannot understand why then the radio was operating.
The last point in support ofthis assumption (or its "French" variant, see below) was that 15 to 20
minutes after the crash, a light plane which could have evacuated the commando responsible for the
bombing took off from the airport. Whilst according to Captain Vandriessche, the Commander of
the airfield group of the UNAMIR Belgian battalion, he is positive that no aircraft took off from the
In this regard, Colette Braeckman (Rwanda ..., op. cit., p.174) wrote that "since two days aceess (ta the control tower]
was denied the Belgians".
21 Le Citoyen, No. 29 of 1-15 April 1994. Nevertheless, the interpretation of Le Citoyen should be read with caution.
For instance it daims that the Burundi registered aireraft was asked to switch from radio frequency 124.3 to 118.3

20

"because the first frequency was under military surveillance", whilst this was a routine swith over since frequency
124.3 was reserved for the approach and 118.3 for finallanding.
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airport after the crash. The sound of the aircraft engine that several witnesses claimed they heard is
most probably that of the C-130 Belgian plane wbich arrived at the airport 15 to 20 minutes after
the crash; it hovered with its lights off at about 22,000 feet (17,000 feet above Kigali) and since it
22
was a cloudless night, it engines could be heard from the ground •
Whereas it is indisputable that the hypothesis implicating the "hardliners" of the regime - supported
by a significant number of people - could rely on certain elements in the case file, it still rernains
that arguments in support of this thesis are by and large weak especially when one discards all the
"information" advanced by the press which turned out to be inexact. Stephen Smith, the Libération
journalist was the first person, in a show of independence, to question the hypothesis that the
responsibility lies on radical Hutus. Indeed, it took a lot of courage immediately after the genocide
to counter the general belief - which l also shared for a long time e behind the genocide
are the same ones who brought down the plane. Stephen Smith not
at at east three elues exist
which counter this hypothesis. First of all, Colonel Elie Sagatwa,
he main Akazu leaders was
on board the aircraft and secondly neither the Akazu nor the
alliance had prepared to
take over. Finally, this group, which was close to the Presi
course whatsoever
to kill twelve persons including the President of
ave easily killed
Habyarimana in another manne?3. The fact that the
ed for such an
event is convincing enough, We shall see later on
side was
totally caught unawares, whereas in the evening
S evacuated
ministers and politicians belonging to this grouping wh
d
at Kimih
a to the camp
occupied by the Presidential Guard to proteet them in the
f an RPF attaek. As early as the
morning of 7 April, a certain number of
us" of the reg'
k refuge at the French Embassy
where they were seen totally helpless (cf.
Ywould th
. iding if they had been in
the forefront and planned to take over pow
we will s
the hard-core elements of
the regime took over control only during the
of 8
1.
In actual fact, concrete ev.'
that roadblocks were
they were erected e
political assassinations
attack on the
e. It is
Masaka as
in
we deal'

Mas
pe tr
aware that
spotted. Mo
other types of
general appearance

tremists
hard to come by. Indeed, if is true
tions in Kigali but this was normal routine as
4. In addition we shall see later on that the
began ten hours approximately after the
the para-commando battalion killed many at
ng,
this to "ellminate embarrassing witnesses" or are
ge operation? As regards the position at the turning on the
sounds reliable, one question still remains: would the
n near La Ferme as early as 10.00 a.rn. whilst they are
onl retum in the evening and that in the meantime they could be
cases containing pipes, but were these ground-to-ait missiles or
issiles for armored vehicles or bazookas), which have the same

As regards the surfa to-air capabilities of RPF, l have a1ready stated thar the only available
documentary evidence, the Human Rights Watch report mentioned above, should be treated with
caution in this respect. In April 1994 UNAMIR never suspected that RPF had surface-to-air

Interview with the crew offlight AFB 683, Melsbroek, 24 January 1995.
23 Libération, 29 July 1994.
24 Alexandre Goffin's book. Rwanda.
7 avril 1994: 10 commandos vont mourir, contains an annexure of a map of
Kigali indicating the location of roadblocks. AlI in an, there are eight in the city center and three elsewhere. Having
lived in Kigali on several occasions since the beginning of the October 1990 war, 1 can confirm that there was nothing
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out of place with these roadblocks.
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missiles simply because sinee the latter did not possess any planes or helieopters having such
weapons was unnecessary. Sources within UNAMIR also state that the RAF took up their heavy
annament as early as 7 April in the moming and that, since they had nothing to bide anymore, they
set up their missiles in battery formation around the airport. On the contrary, nothing like that
happened, simply because they did not possess any such missiles25• In any event, we shall see later
on that the missiles used were most probably of the SAM-16 "Gimlet" type, whilst Human Rights
Watch only mentions SAM-7 and Mistral missiles.
There are those who, due to the lack of concrete evidence on who the direct perpetrators of the
bornbing are, attribute it to French soldiers. Here two testimonies should be highlighted: the fust,
already mentioned above, is that ofP.H, who testified that what struck him was the faet that the two
soldiers under whose responsibility the cases whieh could have contain
launchers were placed
wore their berets "à la !rançaise,,75. According to P.H, the two sol
, wlî were Black, stood a
distance way from the others and the Rwandan Anny uniforms
were newer. Under these
circumstances, it is a bit too easy to deduce that they were
s from the DOM TOM
territories. The second testimony also points to a Frene
not support the first
hypothesis, but rather contradicts il. This is in the for
delivered around
mid-June 1994 to the journalist Colette Braeckman76
e letter was dated 2
and signed.by
"Thaddée, head of the militia in Kigali" and c1aims
the pres
down by
two French soldiers from DAM! (Détachment d s
mit
perating for
some CDR chieftains, "Thaddée" names one of the Fr
rs: tienne. On e contrary, we
know "Etienne's" real name; it is Pascal Estrevada'Îwho
wu to have been part of operation
Noroît (name given to the French operati . Rwanda since
r 1990). Having left the country
when the operation's mandate came to an
cember 1993,
le dly returned in February
199478 with about ten other French soldiers
as May 1
was in Bujumbura as part
of the French operation to provide persona!
B
tan authorities. However the
testimonies of both P.H and "Thaddée" do
tienne" was a white man and
therefore could not have
the black s
rs beret "à la jrançaise,,79.
o s. At the beginning of June 1994, a C.LA
irection générale de la sécurité extérieure)
r the attack against the plane. This allegation,
was
by the French intelligence circles'" who in tum,
estigations by making unfounded accusations which were
GSE source daims that an "American company with ,
d, through Belgian intermediaries, to recruit mercenaries
for the DGS

craft mlssiles'" .

The Military Balance, a publication of the International Institute for Strategie
Let us add that for the
rface-to-air missiles among tbe Rwandan Army stocks.
Studies, did not mention 0
, ike their Belgian counterparts, wears the flap on the right side, tbe French army wears it
7S Whilst the Rwandan a
on the left.
76 For additional information, see C. Braeckman, Rwanda ... .op. cu., p. 188-197.
77 "Etienne" is a war name which starts with the first letter of his real sumame.
78 According to media reports, several witnesses testified that they saw DAM! elements retum to Kigali disguised as
civilians before the date of the bombing, but 1 was unable to collect any first hand testimony on that issue. According to
French "official" witnesses, it is impossible for elements of operation Noroit to return clandestinely and that only one of
them returned to Rwanda, not as part of a military operation but to see bis "girl friend". General Dallaire maintains thar
UNAMIR does not have any report on the alleged retum of DAM! elements to the country
79 Verschave attempts to reconcile the two testimonies by claiming that these were ''white soldiers (assisted by two
soldiers of West Indian extractionî)" (op. cit., p.91). The question mark indicates that the author realizes tbat this
version was far-ferched.
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80 Le
81

Monde, 18-19 June 1994; Libération, 29 July 1994.

Le Monde, 28 June 1994.
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That being the case, there are a lot of gray areas surrounding the French presence in Rwanda during
the period of the bombing of the plane. On 8 April in the moming, two French gendarmes, Chief
Warrant Officers René Maier and Alain Didot, as well as the latter' s wife were killed in their home
known as the "the home of the agent" because a DGSE "correspondent" had lived there before'".
34
The house is situated close to the Kimihurura roundabout , between eND and Méridien Hotel,
which makes one believe that they were killed by the RPF which controlled this area at the time of
the triple assassination. Was the RPF sending signais to France? Or did it simply eliminate
embarrassing witnesses? How could one explain the discretion of the French authorities in treating
this incident (it was only on Il April that their death was made public and their death certificates,
dated 6 April, mention "accidentaI death,,35)?Most importantly, what was the mission ofMaier and
Didot? According to a witness, a soldier, they were intercepting message communications
especially those of the RPF using sophisticated equipment. Who w
working for? In the
same vein, Colette Braeckman talks about a witness who alleges th
ys rions foreigner, most
probably French", equipped with radio transmission material h
ied a room at Hôtel des
36

Diplomates up to the day of the bombing of the plane

•

Another gray area remains: whilst UNAMIR elements
presidential plane, French soldiers including the co
early as 6 April in the evening and returned th
collected debris frOID the plane as well as missi 5,
With all the above indicia, it would have been possibl
despite that no report was ever made public. We will come
lack of investigations, in due course but
Paris' guarde
e commits suicide at the
oup, de Grossouvre was a
uch aware of a certain number
-Christ
e Mitterrand, the President's son,
Eiysée. It was also through de Grossouvre's
.oned again in this journal), after he was
es, was able to work for several African
a11egedthat de Grossouvre knew about sorne
in w
ean-Christophe Mitterrand and Jean-Pierre, one of
e sources go as far as alleging that de Grossouvre himself
e suicide at the Elysée itself of this power behind the
businesses less than twenty-four hours after the Kigali
ce poi

to the active invo1vement of France in the Rwandan quagmire, as it
is not the first time, concrete evidence implicating the French in the

For details concerning this case, see Le Monde, 28 June 1994; Libération, 29 July 1994.
And not, as stated in Le Monde of 28 June 1994, in the Kanombe area,
35 According to Le Monde of28 June 1994.
36 C. Braeckman, Rwanda ..., op. cit.,p.190.
31 We shall see later on that French soldiers were present at the StaffHeadquarters of the Rwandan Army in the night of
6 to 7 April to discuss, among other issues, the investigations they wanted ta conduet on the bombing.
3S Here also another enigma emerges: aeeording ta Stephen Smith. (Libération, 29 July 1994), a French commando
retumed ta the site in the moming of 10 April ta recover the bodies of the three crew members. It is quite surprising that
they waited for more than three days before bringing the bodies whilst from the onset the crash site was very accessible

33
34

ta
the French.
39 For
an in-depth analysis of a certain number of "scandals" involving the Elysée and the role played by de Grossouvre,

see J. Monta1do, Mitterrand et les 40 voleurs ,.., Paris, Albin Michel, 1994, although this publication makes no
reference to the Rwandan network.
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shooting down of the plane is hard to come by. In actual fact, all we have is a letter signed by a
certain "Thaddée" (who remains unknown) and the testimony ofsome person who saw two soldiers
spotting their berets "à la française". In the fust case, the letter - whieh in faet is anonymous could have been written by any eccentric person or could be a red herring. In the second case, for
those who know how poorly dressed Rwandan soldiers were, this argument is not very credible.
These two leads - the on1y indicia that suggest direct and immediate French involvement in the
bombing40 - are not enough to enable a correct interpretation of the events.
Finally, among the litany of stories of foreign intervention on the side of Hutu radicals, one should
mention that in Septemher and October 1995 two Belgian newspapers reE0rted on an S.G.R
(Belgian military intelligence unit) document dated probably 22 April 1994 1. In essence in the
document the S.G.R informant states that the attack on the plane was
of President Mobutu,
that six missiles were purchased in France and transported to Ki
'Q t
Zairian Embassy in
Brussels, Ostende airport, Kihshasa, Goma and Gisenyi and
s a Belgian half-caste, a
French man and a Rwandan who brought down the plane. Nei
of missiles used nor the
identity of the three perpetrators have ever been disclosed.
ote at the bottom of
the said document, General Bastien, Head of S.G.R, e
enticity. It could
well he a "propaganda" gimmick from the Zairian
. m from within
already cast doubt on the document as well as the c
issiles".
In addition, sorne "facts" stated in the document e
ce" fails to
mention on whose account and for what reason Presiden
org .zed the ass sination of the
two presidents. In reality, the document and the manner it
tained by the newspaper editorial
offices is maybe more of an insight into
"war" within th
.an institutions, than the Kigali
bombing itself. However, tbis piece of inf
hould not be
et y neglected: we shall see
later on that another source alleges that t
ed in the
ing probably came from
France.

Although it is
made basically
President, Cyprien

sibility, 1 will briefly look at this assumption, because it has been
ise. Ii is alleged that the attackers bad targeted the Burundian
, rather than his Rwandan counterpart.

The opposition in B
di was obviously upset by Ntaryamira's participation in the Dar es Salaam
summit. "Le Citoyen"S2 newspaper, in its article titled: "The summit of betrayal and death", c1early
ecboed this feeling. It wrote that the summit "was, right from the start, shrouded in mystery, to the

40

Subject ta the conclusions of an investigation on the only rnaterial evidence available, see below,

41

De Morgen, 20 and 21 September 1995; Le Soir, 26 October 1995.

It is cheaper and much easier and discreet to purchase SAM·7 surface-ta-air missiles ("minimexé " missiles) from
Africa in particular, SAM-16 "Gimlet" missiles could be purchased in Angola and South Africa especially (see below),
43 For instance there were no SCIEE flights from Ostende between 17 and 21 March and the attack against a Zairian
opposition leader which should have taken place in Kinshasa on 24 April (Etienne Tsbisekedi name is mentioned) did

42

not materialize.
82No, 29 of 1·15 April 1994
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Kû332613
extent that even the late President Ntaryamira went there discretely: there was no official
communiqué informing the public of the Presidenfs trip; the official media never talked about it,
apart from sorne bits and pieces of information picked from international news agencies". A
"controversial summit", because it was supposed to pave the way to the "dismantling of the
Burundian Army", Le Citoyen added. Moreover, the communiqué issued at the end of the Dar es
Salaam summit read in paragraph 5 (c) that the Heads of State and delegations "suggested the
immediate setting up of a reform programme for the Army and other security organs", which
confirmed the worst fears of certain civilian and military circ1es in the Burundian opposition.
On the other hand, and contrary to what several journalists wrote, it was not the control tower at
Kigali that wanted to confirm whether the Burundian President was on board the plane. What
Brigitte Minaberry, the wife of the co-pilot, rnanaged ta hear when
ta listen ta the radio
messages from the aircraft, was a repeated request ta that e
fi he control tower in
Bujumbura. Even though the crew refused to respond to tho
ns, they were of such a
protocol nature that one cannot think of any Burundian connec
case, it was at the
amira travel on
. n attempt
e it reached

Therefore, it is very unlikely that the attack targeted Pres'
last minute, just before take off from Dar es Salaam,
the Rwandan presidential jetS3• It is practically 0
could have been planned between the time the an
Kigali.

ned sour
ed at one point by sorne
assumption appeared more
factors aroused my interest in
ements that an important witness,
al Au
Ndindi1iyimana, was supposed to
hem outright, yet they are incontestable. This
.

fac
Let us first 10
i" throu
that a
deci .
but it
similar one
morningof6
the concrete me
form of logistics
issue search and arres

. y on leave [his lesve was supposed to run from
Hi
n 5
il. during a meeting with UNAM!R, announced
t op
wo Id he carried out in Nyakabanda secteur in Kigali. This
e. In
, a similar operation had been carried out in Kacyiru,
rg . rs had promised to learn from that exerciseth and carry out
was schedu1ed to take place at 4.30 a.m, on 7 April. In the
.on meeting was he1d at the Gendarmerie Headquarters to agree on
t in place for the next day's operation: the support of UNAMIR in
el; and assistance from the Public Prosecutor' s office [which would
ants]. In addition, the varions companies of the Gendarmerie in Kigali

It is not very clear why such a decision was taken, Contrary to what has been written, the Burundian President's plane
had not broken down. One version has alleged that Ntaryamira thought that the plane, a beechcraft chartered by the
Burundian Govenunent, was too slow and too noisy. Another allegation is that the Burundian intelligence circles feared
that there could be an attack on the plane. The Burundian President's plane, a Falcon 50, was actually undergoing
servicing and Habyarimana had earlier given a lift to NtarYamira during a meeting in Gbadolite two days earlier.
84 In a statement made by Mathieu Ngirumpatse, president of the MRND, and Justin Mugenzi, Trade Minister in the
Interim Government, in Nairobi on 27 April 1994, Prime Minister Agathe Uwilingiyimana was accused ofhaving tried
to organize a coup d'Etat. Refening to a meeting held at ber residence on 4 April, they affirm that "the Prime Minister
invited sorne senior officers and told them ofber intention to stage a coup d'Etat against the President".
85 Even though La Cité newspaper of 14 Aprill994
quotes a "Tutsi intellectual" who wanted to look into movements of

83

sorne officers from the South who were embittered by the assassination by a death squad in February 1994, of the
fonner Minister of Public Works, Mr. Félicien Gatabazi, a son oftheir region.
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were to be confined to their barracks during the night of 6 to 7 April. 1 would have certainly
considered this matter as a coincidence, had General Ndindiliyimana, who personally decided to
organize the operation and announced it, not denied that such a decision had been made.
On l" and/or 4th Apri186, some officers and civilians, natives of the South and of Butare prefecture
in particular, met at the residence of Prime Minister Agathe Uwilingiyimana. The officers had been
contacted by Gendarmerie Lieutenant Jean Baptiste Iradukunda, a young joumalist attached to the
intelligence services of the Ministry of Defence. Apart from the civilians, the following attended:
Lieutenant Colonel Edouard Gasarabwe, Major Gerchom Ngayaberura and some ten junior officers.
Sorne other senior officers, namely General Ndindiliyimana, Colonel Munyengango and
Lieutenant-Colonels Nteziryayo and Nzungize, are also said to have been invited but could not
attend. Although the meeting was supposed to be a friendly get-to
over a glass of wine,
matters of regional interest were discussed, particularly on educatio
onomy. The meeting
took a real political turn when the Prime Minister started comp
bout the ~'regiona1ism"of
the "Northemers" within the Army and the Gendarmerie. S
ut the physical threats
against the opposition and denounced the political obs
lamed on President
Habyarimana. She even suggested that Habyarimana sh
the officers were
reticent in their reaction and even rejected the whole .
, or who came
to know about the discussion, is alleged to have la
p d'Etat"
87

to President Habyarimana

•

by the circles close to the Head
wanda mentioned the story but
li .mana maintained that he
tb
e of in the evening of 4
utare and informed him that
dindiliyimana was in Kigali at
ers of
endarmerie, his corps; the officers
ndiliyimana and the Prime Minister were good
engeri]; bis own UNAMIR liaison officer
aver Karangwa, was aware of the meeting;
ndiliyimana to inform him of the meeting.
ln a rel
meeti
advi er
considere
in Rwanda",
appended the fo
the physical eli
intelligentsia. And yo

ehaviour of an officer who was probably not present at the
ware of it. Colonel Anselme Nshizirungu was military
and
sympathizer of the MDR-Twagiramungu faction, and
ln a emorandum entitled "An overview of the poHtical situation
89
elgian friend resident in South Africa in late February 1994, he
n the worst case scenario, the Rwandan evil will only be solved by
the kiHer dictator, who is about to exterminatc his people's
have to assist us; 1 am quite convinced about it. 1 would like to see you

The four testimonies 1 have do not say the same thing on the dates: sorne say that the meeting took place on 1'1 April,
while others mention the date of 41h April. Likewise, the names of the participants mentioned are not the same. 1 tend to

86

think that two meetings could have been held.
87 From the information 1 gathered, this officer could have been Lieutenant Colonel Alphonse Nteziryayo. According to
MIs. Agathe Habyarimana, responding to a questionnaire, her husband is alleged to have said that one of the officers
who attended the meeting had informed him that the Prime Minister was plotting a coup d'Etat. However, officers close
to the Head of State are aUeged to have discarded the idea.
88 He was one of the RAF officers who returned to the Rwanda afterRPF victory. He is now Rwanda's Ambassadorin
Addis Ababa.
891

do know fuis person: he had earlier held a senior post within the Intelligence Services in Rwanda and is connected

to sorne security circles close to the right wing whites in South Africa.
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again in this beautiful country once the monster is gene". For Nshizirungu and bis friends, could the
"worst case scenario" have finally occurred in early April and did they swing into action?
Lastly, on 6th April, around 9 p.m., a Belgian officer residing in Belgium but with close links with
the Rwandan Army, after Ieaming that something was happening in Rwanda, telephoned General
Nsabimana, the RAF Chief of Staff, on bis direct line. He did not know that the General had died in
the crash. It was General Ndindiliyimana who answered the call, Once again, Ndindiliyimana
denied this fact, whereas the Belgian officer had no reason for lying.
Let us recall another element before formulating an assumption. The checkpoint at the Masaka road
junction, which we repeatedly talked about earlier, was manned partly by sorne gendarmes. That
checkpoint was, as a matter of fact, under a unit that the Gendarmerie
ositioned in Kabuga, a
short distance away.
Now the assumption: Sorne "democratic" officers originating
to the Gendarmerie, fed up with the multiple obstacles in
under the Arusha accords, exasperated by the political
Gatabazi case, see below] and fearing for a caropaign
of other prefectures apart from those of the No
salvation was the elimination of the major cause
regime, and by creating an institutional vacuum. ln the
been relatively easy and people would have literally not
sufficed ta fill the institutional vacuum
ated by resort'
one provided for under the Arusha accords.
a' s entourage. Sorne soldiers
pected Agathe Uwilingiyimana
the do
g of the plane. They also claimed
ntending to make over the radio, in which she
ti nal Assembly, whose composition was to
dential Guard soldiers also believed that the
d'Etat. Colonel Bagosora also exhibited the
his
ents later. Summoned to the Army Headquarters
ent to the Ministry of Defence and telephoned the Army
e there. He also talked of a "coup plot" and, according
to a trap and did not want to risk his life by going to the
er learning that severa! of his "friends" were there that he

The sequence of e
ollowed the crash, which we shall describe in detail at a later stage,
conforms more to this
'0 than to the others. If the Prime Minister had managed to read out the
radio speech she ha
repared for the public in the early hours of 7April, she would have
announced that in aecordance with the fundamental law, the Government was taking over the
management of country and that the transitional institutions would be put in place. The reader' s
reaction here is that this plan was suicidal and had no chance of suceeeding, because it did lack a
military backing. My reply is that that is what exactly happened: the regirne's hardliners did not
simply sit back and watch. But the unrealistic nature of the plot does not rule out the faet that it
existed. The soldiers did everything possible to prevent the Prime Minister from making a statement
on the radio. Why this relent1essness, if they were not scared that she might accomplish what they
expected?
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One notices also that it was not until late at night, indeed starting from 6 a.m., that the political
assassinations started. Could this have been because the "hardliners" were initially caught off-guard
and one of their most important leaders, Colonel Bagosora, was still too busy with some other
"official" matters, in the early hours of the night [see below]? We will come back to this later, but it
should be noted already that among the people killed late that night and in the early hours of the
morning of 7th April, were those who were vital in the implementation of the scenario we are
talking about here. The initial violence therefore should have been a counter-coup effected with the
Constitution in hand, the same way the coup makers in Burundi had done in 1993 [see below].
Among the first victims were:
Agathe Uwilingiyimana, the Prime Minister, whose govemment was supposed to take over
the affairs of the State, which is understood to mean taking the necessary steps to fill the
institutional vacuum;
Joseph Kavaruganda, the President of the Constitutional
preside over the swearing-in ceremony for the new minist
Félicien Ngango [PSD] and Landoald Ndasingwa [pL
the post of President of the Transitional National A
In summary, officers from the South allegedly plotted to
serving Prime Minister and probably with the Prime
Faustin Twagiramungu. The coup - the shooting
constitutional vacuum necessary to remove the
accords. In the later part of the night, those who were op
in such a way as to render the coup impossible by, first
vacuum and, following this. by startin
a political ext
prepared much earlier and which rapidly
a genocide.

omplicity with the
sha accords,
create a
the Arusha

mere

sumption. It is not supported
, but it suffers from the same
tion 0
e individual perpetrators of the
see later that this assumption does not, in any
nocide and the political killings. However,
ting down the plane are not the same people
also like to point out that this scenario and the
,w
plicated RPF, are not mutually exclusive. As a
"technical" or objective alliance between some tendencies of
wagiramungu faction, and RPF. Nothing rules out the
t rid of President Habyarimana.

F;
rs working on behalf of RPF
Right from the morm
of 7 April, a statement by the "Crisis comrnittee'i' of the Rwandan
community in Belgi
, which was close to the MRND, confinned that the attack on the plane had
been prepared by some Belgian soldiers from the UN peacekeepers contingent, relying on "military
92
sources of the non-Belgian peacekeepers of the UNAMIR•• • In a diplomatie note dated 20 April,
the Ambassador of Rwanda to Kinshasa, Etienne Sengegera, firmly stated: ••the plane was shot

By virtue of Article 9 of the protocol of 3 August 1993, he was supposed to have presided over the first session of the
Transitional National Assembly in the absence of the President of the Republic.
91 The tenu "crisis committee" was also used by the soldiers in Kigali, when they "took control of the situation".
92 Statement of? April 1994, on the assassination of the Heads ofState of Rwanda and Burundi, His ExcellencyMajor

90

General Juvénal Habyarimana and His Excellency Cyprien Ntaryamira respectively, and their entourage, Brussels, 7
April 1994, signed by Papias Ngaboyamahina.
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down by Belgian soldiers [,',] on behalf of RPF,,93. But, in an obvious sign of misunderstanding
within the government, another diplomatie note issued the next day by the Rwandan Embassy in
Bujumbura said that "it would be speculative to make a final conclusion as to who shot down the
plane,,94, However, the Rwandan govemment made a guarded statement while accusing Be1gium of
involvement. In a note dated 10 April, the Minister of Foreign Affairs said that the president's plane
"was shot at by sorne yet unidentified attackers ••95. However, the next day, the Minister talked of
"sorne inexplicable loopholes in the conduct of the leader of the UN peacekeepers responsible for
the security of Grégoire Kayibanda Airport and its surroundings'", which loopholes allowed the
crirninals to shoot down the President's plane'.97, In the meantime, RTLM continued to blame the
attack on RPF and Belgium, without a word of contradiction frOID the Rwandan authorities.
Similarly, in a France2 broadcast on 28 June 1994, Captain Barril, who was defending the interests
of the Habyarirnana family, echoed the family's allegations by saying
., his opinion, the plane
had been shot down by RPF, in collaboration with the Belgian soldi
e
er maintained that
he was in possession of satellite photographs that showed
had already launched an
offensive at the Ugandan border right frOID 6 April, suggestin
as at least aware of the
plot. Jeune Afrique98 had a1ready come up with a similar
abyarimana weekly
asserted: "The fact that the leaders of the Front launch
nsive on Kigali,
clearly planned right from the time the news of the e
e fact that their
high-ranking officiels had left the capital city a fe
F had a
plan to shoot down the plane",
to prove neither the involvement
tion is simply based on the so,
. So, could it have been
Masaka area", who could

Embassy of the Repu
da, Diplomatie Note No. 138/03.1L07/A.1h, Kinshasa, 20 April 1994.
Embassy of the Republi
anda, Diplomatie Note No, 49/C2, Bujumbura, 21 April 1994.
9S Republic of Rwanda, M
of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, "Explanation on the politieal situation in Rwanda
sinee the death of President Juvénal Habyarimana, Kigali, 10 April 1994.
96 Referring to the Belgian Battalion, whose 12lb Company was responsible for guarding the Airport,
97 Republic of Rwanda, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, Diplomatie Note, Kigali, Il April 1994.
98 No. 1736 of14-20 April 1994.
99 Such as the statement already mentioned by Papias Ngaboyamahina, Spérancie Karwera in Jeune Afrique No, 1736
ofl4-20 Apri11994, or even the Habyarimana family in Jeune Afrique No, 1738-1739 of28 April-Il May 1994.
Likewise, on 7 April, the Belgians were accused over radio OZRT by "joumalist" Imana Ingulu, who in rea1itywas an
employee of the SARM [Service d'Action et de Renseignement Militaires] [De Stanaard; 18 April 1994].
100 This reference is mainly round in the reports that have a1readybeen mentioned, by Ambassador Sengegera and

9~
94

Sitérancie Karwera.
1 1 Republic of Rwanda, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, Update on the tragedy in Rwanda, Kigali, lS

Apri11994, pp3.
10

ln fact, all the observers at the Camp were civilians and none of them was Belgian.
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talk about later. Officially no other Belgian soldier is rnissing on record, yet it appears diffieult, if
not impossible, to hide the faet that the number of Belgian peacekeepers killed was higher than the
ten who are officially mentioned. Having said that, one question remains hanging: could sorne
"unofficial" Belgians or sorne other white men have been involved in the incident?
As for the involvement of Belgian peacekeepers in the downing of the plane, it should be
mentioned, as did the Belgian Minister for National Defenee, reacting to the accusations, that
UNAMIR and therefore, the Belgian peaeekeepers, did not have any surface-to-air missiles. As for
the "inexplicable negligence'' of the Belgian peacekeepers, it should be noted that those hardly fortY
men, guarded only the Airportl03, yet the missiles were fired from approximate1y four kilometers
outside the Airport perimeter and between the Airport and the "Farm" is the Kanombe rnilitary
camp. Regarding the Belgians who tried to grab the black box "by for
. was the Kigali Sector
Command of the UNAMIR that sent a section from the Airport deta
nt [ .rfield group"] to the
crash site. Purpose of the mission: to ensure that the crash site
pered with and to guard
the prernises until the arrival of an inspection team. The Seeto
, Colonel Luc Marchal,
announced that the RAF Headquarters had been notified
inform the guard
er
unit in Kanombe Camp. But at 4.15 a.m., when Sergean
ived at the quart guard, it was aggressively repulsed104• It was therefor
lyaccessing"
the wreckage. Having been denied access to the s
. ut a fight
or casualties. Lastly, another revelation by Captai
aimed being
in possession of control tower recordings, in which he
e 1 entified 50
voices with a
"Belgian accent". Not only has Barril not made his record
d, but also his assertion sounds
very unlikely because, as we saw, the
R soldiers wer
er aUowed access to the control
tower, right from the beginning of the op
fav

and against them. RPF, just
egan, it was trying to forge an
. ed a
. g majority in the Transitional
sponsible for the multitude of obstacles in the
der the Arusha accords [see above[, RPF
tive political race. It had already tasted the
in September 1993 in the eight communes of
tions
lace in an area which neither the Rwandan Army
ly controUed, and while RPF had been able to field its own
rmer single party had trounced RPF by winning all the
res of IGnihira [Byumba] and Kirambo [Ruhengeri]. lt
e MRND, at least in the prefectures of the North.
It is also true th
me surface-to-air missiles and knew how to use them. They had
used them to sho
reconnaissance plane in Matimba on 3 October 1990, a Gazelle
helicopter in Nyakaya
23 October 1990 and an Ecureuil helicopter in Cyeru in February 1993.
Furthermore, on 10 S ember 1991, a Fokker 27 of the Zalrian company SCIBE, flying on the
Kigali-Beni routel06, had been bit at a point where the Rwanda, Zaire and Uganda borders meet.
The aircraft, which managed to make an emergency landing in Goma, had most likely been hit by
RPF tire, but it is not clear whether the weapon used on that occasion was a surface-to-air missile.
103 It should be noted that the strength of the MF
and the Gendarmerie based at the Airport was far superior in
numbers compared the UNAMIR. There were also six antl-aircrett artillerypieces with personnel around the runway.

Operations Diary, 2nd Commando Battalion
Captain Barrillater told me that the "Belgian accent" could have emanated frOID a Belgian C-130 plane that was
approaching the Airport bebind the presidential jet. That cou1d be possible, but then in that case, the allegation by Barril

104

lOS

that the recording is an alleged proof of a Belgian involvement in the attack on the plane is absolutely rldiculous.
106

This was an unusual route, because there were no regular flights between Kigali and Beni!
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One wonders here, whether it was not the RAF. The missiles RPF had acquired107were most likely
obtained from the Ugandan Army stocks, yet fuis Armyhad only SAM-7 missiles • and not sAM16, which were most likely used in the attack.
Sorne other revelations, however, tend to pin down RPF. Several sources confirm that the Dar es
Salaam meeting lasted much longer than scheduled, which made Habyarimana return to Kigali
much Mer, wherees, for security reasons, he would have wished to land in Kigali before nightfall.
Museveni. the Ugandan President and an RPF ally, is alleged to have made the meeting drag on for
longer than expected. A report produced in 1993 by sorne French gendarmes alleged that RPF""
was hehind "most of' the coup attempts in Rwanda in 1991-1992. Stephen Smith reports that the
strategy of the "worst case scenario" was admitted by an RPF leader who. on condition of
anonymity, said that "the setting up of an autonomous cell charge
killing Habyarimana
109
should not be ruled out". The informer revealed that in his
,March
1994, RPF
Chainnan, Alexis Kanyarengwe. envisaged the "downing" [guha
e Rwandan President •
But even if RPF had a motive and the necessary expertise,
in their favour. From the RPF cantonmeot at the eND
kilometres as the crow flics. Furthermore, we saw th
[it should also be recalled that the Kanombe Camp
a Gendarmerie position a few hundred metres
0
position was acting in connivance with RPF - cf. third
indeed dangerous for RPF to set up a firing position at
since, in the past, RPF had proven its in
'ble infiltration
during a raid on Ruhengeri.
ds h

are not univocal. On the one
soldiers from their battalion did
1. And, c trary to what Jeune Afrique wrote,
few days earlier. As a matter of fact, civilian
0
a d Tito Rutaremara, were in Kigali 11 and
er hand, while it is generally believed that
on 8 April, several witnesses on the ground
in th
arly hours of 7 April. particularly in the Kisaro,
ezi zones. Furthermore, according to sources within RP A,
ince 3 April. According to the same sources, General

Sources from within
claim that RPF was responsible for the attack on the plane. Several
informers within its
[Department of Military Intelligence] and within RPA confirmed RPF's
involvement and justified it by arguing that the war would never have ended if Habyarimana had
101
lOS

Intemationallnstitute
for Strategie Studies, The Military Balance, publications of the last ten years.
Republic of Rwanda, Gendannerie Nationale, Centre for Criminel Research and Documentation, Kigali, Study on

terrorisrn in Rwanda since 1990, June 1993, 9 pages.
109 Libération, 29 July 1994.
1\0 The majority ofRPF
officiaIs had left Kigali in January, From that time onwards, three nominees to posts ofminister
and/or Member ofParliament remained in Kigali under a three-week rotation system. Therefore, the presence of the
three dignitaries mentioned [who were not insignificant officiaIs} was part of the routine.
, 11 According to the operations diary of the Belgian battation, sorne elements of RPF were in the vicinity of Rutongo at

the latest in the morning of glh April, in ether words, at the "official" beginning of RPF offensive, fortYkilometres to
the North.
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not been eliminated. One such source was more precise: the operation was carried out by sorne RPA
soldiers and one or several Libyens, supported by Major Rose Kabuye [now Mayor of Kigali] and
Colonel Kayumba [now Deputy Chief of Staff of the Gendarmerie, then DM! Chief]. The
commandos allegedly left the ''Farrn'' area using a dirt road through Ndera, Kimironko and
Nyarutarama. Lastly, from a source within RAF, in the evening of 6 April, a listening post which
was situated in Gisenyi and was responsible for monitoring RPF communications network,
allegedly intercepted a message announcing that the "the target has been hit". This fact was
confmned by a report dated 7 April 1994, in which Captain Apedo, a Togolese militsry observer
with UNAMlR in Kigali Camp, said: "RGF Major said they monitored RPF communication which
stated 'target is hit' "ru.
A single piece of hard evidence: hot lead

What is missing in the above scenarios is hard evidence. Yet it w
exist, On 25 April, three weeks after the attack, the FAR foun
attaek. The serial numbers of two rocket launchers were m
by Lieutenant Munyaneza. In view of the fact that 1obta'
the recovery of the rocket launchers and that 1 obtai
very weil have been doctored, especiaIly as it is
launchers behind and risk exposing the people b n
to meet a witness at Masaka who not only saw the missi
one month" after the attack, FAR soldiers found the launcfî
cylinders of approximately 1.5 metres
length)" and to
information, which was obtained indepe
. e months
corroborates Lieutenant Munyaneza' s obse

First tauncher
9 II 322-1-01
9 M-313-1
04-87

04835
C

LO

cond launcher
2~1-01
13-87
04814
C

LODCOMP
9 Il 519-2

91 51
5945107
3555406
AlI that cau be
nty is that these were SAM 16 '·Gimlet" missiles. Officia11y,ten
countries had this
iles in their arsenals in the nineties; those countries were Angola,
Bulgaria, North Kore
and, Hungary, Iraq, Nicaragua, Poland, Czechoslovakia and the former
Soviet Union. That do not tell us very much, because none of those countries appears to have had
particular relations with either party in the Rwandan conflict. Still it is worth noting that in Angola,
both UNITA and the South African Army are believed to have captured SAM-16, and that through
this route (Zaire, in the case of UNITA), they may have ended up in the hands of Hutu radicals.
Moreover assuming the missiles came frorn South Africa, they may very well have been used in
,
the "democratic
coup" scenario, considering Colonel Nshizurungu's connections in military circles
in South Africa, -as we have seen. Another piece of information worth mentioning, but it is to be
treated with utmost caution, as it was obtained from a second-hand source -British at that- and that
it may have been doctored, as it concerns a highly sensitive matter that is susceptible to

112

This statement is attached as an annex,
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disinformation. The launchers are said to have been part of a consignment sold to Iraq in 1988.
When the Gulf War ended, these missiles were reportedly seized by the French contingent of the
multinational force as "war spoils", and shipped to France, and, officially, they never left France.
Assuming such is the case, the Belgian military intelligence (SGR) document (supra) would·
obviously make a great deal of sense, as the information would point to radical Hutus as the guilty
party. By the time this book went to press, 1 had not yet had the opportunity to verify this
potentially crucial information. The information is easy to verify -in theory at least. Did France
seize Iraqi SAM-16 missiles? If SO, what were their serial numbers? Were missiles which were
recovered at "La Ferme" in Masaka part of that consignment? It should also be noted that if the
Iraq scenario were substantiated, it could also incriminate the RPF, because, according
to sorne
1
reports (still unconfl1'll1ed),the RPF acquired weapons, induding sorne from Iraq. 13
1 leave it up ta others to carry on with the research, as 1 cannet p
trajectory of the missiles is not clarified, thèse missiles can be s .
of locations, and that each of the suspects had reasons to use
in France and Be1gium, have that information, which raise a
unwilling or unable verify the information, or they hav
public. AU three scenarios raise serions issues ... 114
Smokescreen

alf after
event, people are still speculating
ries has "nine out of ten chances of proving
to have taken a great deal of interest in

113

Human Rights Watch, Arming Rwanda. The Arms Trade and Human Rights Abuses in the Rwandan War, January

1994, p.2I.

.

If a Sabena or Air France airplane were shot down on its final approach into Brussels-National or Roissy-Chartes-deGaulle airport and the rocket launchers used in the attack were found, there is no doubt that within one week it would be
possible to determine the identity of both the manufacturers and supp1iers of the weapons !
114

1lS

Francois-Xavier

Verschave regarding the case made by Colette Braeckman: op. cit, p. 95.

116.

C. Braeckman, Rwanda ... , op. cit., p. 199.

117,

Complicité de genocide ?, op. cu; p. 83
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ln actual fact, no one seems to want to know, and that inc1udes the UN. Belgium,
France, the
former Rwandan Government, the new authorities in Kigali and Burundi. whereas each of them is
concemed in one way or another. Wc have seen that the Presidential Guard refused a Belgian
UNAMIR section access to the wreckage. 119A1ready on 8 April, the UN called for an independent
international investigation. and. on 27 June, the UN Secretary General. Boutros-Ghali, was charged
by the Security Council with commissioning the inquiry; however, it seems that nothing was done,
and the matter was quietly struck off the agenda. On 12 April, the Belgian Cabinet decided to ask
the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organisation) to launch an inquiry. The matter was on the
agenda of the ICAO Council meeting of 25 April, but no such inquiry was conducted. The sticking
point involved both procedural issues (whether this was a civilian airplane falling within the
jurisdiction of ICAü or aState airplane outside its jurisdiction) and lack of cooperation from the
Rwandan and Burundian authorities.
neighbourliness" between
f Prime Minister 1. L.
with the support of
ard, and a ballistic
ion rogatory in
or several
e attack on

a brick wall known as "secret
is no doubt that French
ash site several times and
d. E ch secret services, including
and had agents there. If they are
al of inte
nee, but in official circles, France
, Captain Paul Barril came onto the scene for a
displayed a box, c1aiming that it was the
ent visit to Kigali; he also said that he was
etions. Very quickly, it became clear that the
licity
eans of coverîng up the accusations made about
Actua1 "black boxes,,121 are orange in colour, whereas Barril
. trument, which cannot record data. What's more,
122
e company which did maintenance on the airplane.
the
box and was still not fitted with one at its last maintenance,

With the exception
purview.
118

0

Prosecutor's

Office; it took sorne interest in the attack, which is outside its

119 In a communiqué
issued on 8 Apri11994, Special Representative Booh Booh stated that: "UNAMIR also insists on
being involved, as soon as practicable, in the investigations into the causes of the plane crash ( ... )" .

120

But was torpedoed by the "Albion" affair ...

121

In actual fact, there are two black boxes: a cockpit voice recorder and a digital flight recorder.

m Once again, there is haziness in the air: SA TIF (Service et Assistance en technique industrielles françaises), which
later became ASI (Aéro-services internationaux), is said to have close links to French secret services; it is said to
carried out maintenance work on the airplane and managed its crew. The crew comprised French military assistance
staff, at least one ofwhom was a former member ofGLAM (Groupement de liaisons aériennes ministerielles); GLAM

was dissolved irnmediately after Jacques Chirac's election te the presidency,
24
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in November 1993.123 Moreover, in late June 1994, the French accident investigation bureau

[Bureau Français Enquêtes Accidents] informed the Belgian aviation au1horlty that they did not
have the black box and that, based on the information provided by Dassault, they doubted the
airplane had one. As mentioned earlier, Barril also claimed ta possess recordings of control tower
communications, as wel1 as satellite photos of the Rwanda-Uganda border, but no one has ever
heard the recordings or seen the photos. Finally, Barril elaims to have the two rocket launchers,
which he cleims ta have found at the scene. However, as 1 stated earlier, the rocket launchers are
reported to have been reoovered by the FAR; one is led ta wonder why the Rwandau Army would
have turned them over to someone with no official mandate. Of course, it is likely that Barril saw
them, but as ofnow; they are believed to be in Gama, in the hands of the ex-FAR.
Finally, neither the former nor the new Rwandan regime has sho
Although, according ta the note verbale mentioned earlier from the
"[f]he Government of Rwanda is determined ta Iaunch an .
attack", no sueh investigation has actually been eommissioned
with the ICAO, members of the new Rwandan regi
"Oovernment of Rwanda is committed to national reco
inquiry into the attack [on the airplane] at this time
October 1994; when 1 interviewed Tito Rutaremar
genocide; he told me that the attack on the airpl e
RPF's best interests to have a fuli-seaie iuquiry, if, in
However, things took a different tom. Materials relatin
Ministry of Defence, the military inte
service; as
materials) were reportedly recovered by
Kayumba,
According to an RPF source, he destroye
.als, As
President and two ministers in the crash, th
ate .
Y investigation, contending
that the matter was "politieall sensitive". In 0
ants to know ... 124

AiIplanes weigbing over 5.7 tons (wbich is the case of the Falcon 50) are normally fitted with two black boxes, but
this is not a requirement for airplanes used for scheduled transport ofpaying passengers.

123

124 Nonetbeless,
it is worth noting that in early September 1995, Zaire demanded that the International Tribunal also
undertake investigations into the plane crash. Not because President Mobutu believed that the plane was shot down by
the Belgians, as stated by Colette Braeckman (Le Soir, 4 September 1994), but because he believed it was shot by the

RPF. This was confmned by the fact that Kenyan President arap Moi made a similar request in early October 1995,
which was echoed by Burundian President Sylvestre Ntibantunganya (Le Soir, 10 October 1995).
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Map 2. Kigali. Down-town
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Two courses of action du ring the night

General Staff officers
It sa happened that following the downing of the airplane, the Rwandan Anny was for the
most part without leadership. Major-General Déo Nsabimana, the Chief of Staff, had died
in the presidential airplane; the Minister of Defence and 02 officer (military
intelligence), Colonel Ntiwiragabo was in Cameroon; Colonel Kabiligi, the G3 officer
(operations), was on mission in Egypt.52 The following senior 0
were in Kigali in
the evening 6 April: Major General Augustin Ndindiliyim
ie of Staff of the
Gendarmerie, which, technically speaking, is part of th
Colonel Théoneste
Bagosora, directeur de cabinet of the Ministry of Defenc
eplace his Minister
whenever the latter was away, but was no longer in a
olonel Léonidas
Rusatira, commander of the École Supérieure MW
), who
a operational
function in the army; besides these individuals,
e were only a hand
Army and
Gendarmerie General Staff officers and battali
corn
ders,

Besi
Murasa
at the Mi

officer), Maj
Kanyandek.we
Dallaire, UNA

Ndin illyimana, the officers present included Colonel
rsonnel- Gl), Lieutenant Colonel Kayumba (orderly officer
e) and Lieutenant Colonel Rwabalinda (UNAMIR liaison
zo (orderly officer at the General Headquarters) and Major
ions bureau officer).53 At Rwabalinda's invitation, General
commander, went to the meeting around 10 p.m, He immediately

We should mention at this juncture that these missions raise a number of questions. Egypt had supplied
weapons to Rwanda in the past. As for Cameroon, Minister Bizimana and Colonel Ntiwiragabo were there
attending a conference of the inter-ministerial committee on security in central Africa, but it was also the
country of origin of the UN Secretary General 's Special Representative, Jacques Booh Booh, a relative of
Cameroonian President Paul Biya, who happened to be on very good tenus with President Habyarimana;
sorne of the "kingpins" ofthe Habyarimana regime later moved te Cameroon.
53 See complete list in the annexes.

52
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asked Colonel Luc Marchal, Kigali Sector commander, to join him there; Colonel Luc
Marchal encountered problems on the way due to the roadblocks in the form of annoured
cars; he thus did not arrive until after Il p.m. Likewise, Colonel Rusatira was asked by
General Ndindiliyimana to come to the meeting, as, most likely, Ndindiliyimana needed
support from a fellow "moderate". The officers formed a "crisis committee", which was
formally instituted the next clay. The meeting was ohaired by Colonel Bagosora, as he
was deputising for the Minister of Defence. During the meeting, Colonel Laurent
Serubuga, former Anny Chief of Staff, telephoned te propose his services, as weIl those
of Colonel Pierre-Célestin Rwagafilita, former Gendarmerie Chie
f In June 1992,
these two officers, who were said to have links to akazu, were
etire by the first
Transitional Govemment, and were replaced by indi .
a much better
reputation.

well
they
message
lnviting him t
did not report to

e Army Chief
the natural
had
osora's
,
tried to cra down on
lonel Sagatwa and Colonel
within akazu. Rusatira's
herefore, Bagosora
cting Chief of Staff.
hoice
atsinzi was part of the
n G3 General Staff officer
r the sou
sector; he held credentials
Rusatira was not selected for the Haut
1 t or larger than a battalion or fought in
y there were other equally important
e North, the choice of Gatsinzi was not
gh
d from Kigali, he was "counted" as a
was enticing to blame the imminent disaster on people
e other "advantage" as regards Gatsinzi was he
litics'
d was unfamiliar with the underground networks, as
s to e gage in violence. They thus decided to kill two birds as
uvre and exonerated themselves of any responsibility. A
sent out to Butare, where Gatsinzi was commandant de place,
ly take up his new post. As we will see later, he was wary and
until the afternoon of 7 April.

The second issue [discussed] was how to fill the institutiona1 void resulting from the
death of the head of State, Sorne of the officers, particularly the younger ones, were
favourable to the idea of the army seizing power. Lieutenant Colonel Kayumba, in
particular, who was quite agitated and seemed inebriated, argued that the government was
~4

We will aiso see that the civilians prornoted to the highest State functions hailed from the southem

préfecture of Butare. It would have been inconceivable prior to that to have a "Munyandega" President,
Prime Minister or Chief of Staff of the Army or the Gendarmerie.
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doing nothing and that it was necessary ta "take control of matters". Kayumba was the
orderly officer at the Ministry of Defence, and, as mentioned earlier, Colonel Bagosora
went viathe Ministry of Defence on bis way to the General Headquarters. lt may very
well be that the two consulted each other and that Kayumba, who appeared to
be"pushing" Bagosora to seize power, was, in fact, expressing the latter's intentions.
However, other participants did not want to give the impression that a coup d'état was in
the works. When he realised that no one evoked the need to involve the government in
dealing with the crisis; General Dallaire suggested contacting the Prime Minister. Colonel
Bagosora's reacted hnmediatelyand firmly, by saying no cate
ly, His argument
was that Ms. Uwilingiyimana was not credible and th
vernment was
dysfunctional even under normal circumstances. None of t
present challenged
Bagosora's stance. Dallaire raised the matter several .
eceived a negative
response each time, In the end, at General Dallaire's s
eed to seek the
opinion ofMr. Booh Booh, the Special Representati
re ver, a n
of operations
were envisaged (organising patrols in the city,
cting sensitive ar
d military
55
facilities). It was decided ta prepare a messa
the na . n and to calI
. g of
operations commanders, camp commanders
s, at 10 a.m,
18 part,
General Dallaire -who had obviously sensed dang
at political
y militia
groups remain calm and that the Presidential Gu
rn to their camp. He also
requested to be invited to all the m
s and gave the
ance that UNAMIR would
continue monitoring the activities of
battalion.
osa

and Rwabalinda to meet
kesperson, Moctar Gueye,
epresent ve of the Secretary General.
committee that was to lead the country in
d'état; Bagosora said that it wasn't,
lutions within the framework of the
g the case, members of the military were
Mi
the MRND to designate a President of the
of the Peace Agreement. Colonel Bagosora accepted
D leadership and the observers. However, he
rel
the idea of contacting the Prime Minister, arguing
that
uld ot accept her" and that she was "rejected by both the
member
et and the Rwandan people". The Special Representative did
not push
, and it was agreed that Bagosora would arrange to contact the
MRND and
ooh would arrange a meeting at ms residence between him and
the United Stat
assador and a delegation of FAR members and observers of the
Peace Agreeme on 7 April, at 9 a.m, The meeting at Booh Booh's residence ended
around 12.30 p.m, Shortly after the meeting, around 2.30 p.m., Booh Booh was escorted
by Belgian peacekeepers to the Méridien hotel, where he remained for safety. That is
when General Da1laire,while remaining in contact with Booh Booh, took charge of the
political aspects of the UN mission, in addition to bis military responsibilities as the force
commander.
The communiqué was aired on the radio on 7 April beginning at 6.30 a.m.; it was prepared by Lieutenant
Colonel Kayumba, and signed "for the Minister of Defence" by Colonel Bagosora, See text in annex.

SS
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When Colonel Bagosora returned to the General Headquarters, around 1 a.m., he gave a
briefing on Booh Booh's suggestions, which were welcomed by the participants. The
officers present seemed to be satisfied with Bagosora's briefing. The briefmg seemed to
be in keeping with the law and the Arusha Peace Agreement. This was an odd reaction,
considering that, amazingly, throughout the episode, the crisis committee never contacted
the civilian authorities, in particular, the Prime Minister, whose role seemed obvious if
the end goal was to reach a solution that was in keeping with constitution al continuity,
We have seen that Colonel Bagosora was bitterly opposed to the'
of contacting Ms.
Uwilingiyimana; later, we will see the reason for and repercus .
of
refusaI. On the
other hand, as agreed at Booh Booh's residence, Bagosora
e MRND chairman,
Mathieu Ngirumpatse, and asked him to report to the
1
Defence at 7 a.rn,
Dallaire took Bagosora back to the Ministry of Defi c where
tter met French
DAMI officers who had come to find out about the
c f launc
inquiry into
the plane crash; he returned to Booh Booh's resi
e thereàfter.

as a
opposin
ChiefafS
UNAMIR, sa
A good illustration of the "major misunderstanding" is ta be found in incident which occurred at the
Amahoro Stadium; 1will describe it briefly later. The following is a dialogue between Lieutenant
Venneulen (second-in-command ofthe lzth company of the BeIgian battalion) and Colonel Marchal as
reported by A. Goffin (Rwanda, 7 avril 1994 ..., op. cit., p.100):
Marchal:
Ifunderstand correetly, the gendarmes [Rwandan] too are uneasy?
Venneulen:
As a matter of fact, they are very angry.
Marchal:
With the crowd (the Rwandans threatening the Belgian soldiers)?
Venneulen:
No, with us!"
This clearly shows that Colonel Marchal still believed in the Gendarmerie, in the aftemoon of7 April,
whereas they had turned against UNAMIR.
S6
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The second course of action
The ether course of action started around 2 a.m. As we will see later, while the Army
reaeted very quickly following the plane crash and made it very difficult for certain
UNAMlR units to move about, the massacres of politieians did not begin until very late
in the night not to say in the morning of7 April. In faet, it was not until around 7.15 a.m.
that the commander of the gendarmerie security company informed Colonel Marchal that
two Presidential Guard platoons were killing political figur
e incident which
occurred near the Prime Minister' s residence started around 5.3
will return later
to this incident, during which ten Belgian peacekeepers 1
lives. The bouse of
Félicien Ngago, PSD candidate to the post of Speak
sitional National
Assembly, was attacked around 6.30 a.m.; Minister
e was attacked
around 7 a.m.; the bouse of the President 0
nstituti
ourt, Joseph
Kavaruganda, was attacked around 7.30 a.m.; a
. ing ta Colonel Mar
ho was in
contact with him by telephone, Minister Lan
dasi
a of the PL
mily
were killed late in the moming. By and lar
e logbook of
elgian
battalion, it was not until 6.32 a.m, that "the Pre
u
and the
ndarmerie
began their systematic cleansing" of the Kimihurura n
urhood.
see ater-- they had been
ollowing the Colonel
retur
from the meeting with
roximately 5 a.rn. and that
change.
wever, according to several
utes at the General Headquarters before
s hat he left before 2 a.m. When asked
red in another statement addressed to
s version, adding that he left "around 3
ual
,
left the General Headquarters much earlier
of Defence at 7 a.m. for the meeting with the MRND
el Bagosora' s schedule between 2 to 7 a.rn. What
eriod when, manifestly, the "killing machine" was

a

Based on li'
company of li
paraUel to the A
the para-comm

, Colonel Bagosora was at home until around 6.30 a.m. "in the
nly". However, it is worth noting that he had a radio network
nd Gendarmerie network. and could thus communicate with both
and the reconnaissance (recce) battalions,s9 Moreover, it these were
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Written in Goma on 8 August 1994 and given to bis lawyer, Luc de Tennmennan.

5B

Letter dated 5 June 1995, at Goma.

Although he denies the existence oftbe network, Colonel Bagosora himself affirms that with one of the
Motora\a [radios] he used to back-up his te1ephone links, he could communicate with the dut Yoffice of
Camp Kimihurura, which housed the Presidential Guard battalion.
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the units, particularly the Presidential Guard, which started the manhunt. We know that
the Presidential Guard command was not directly linked to the regular army structures.
While, official1y, Major Protais Mpiranya was corrunander of the Presidential Guard
battalion, its de facto commander was Colonel Elie Sagatwa, the President's private
secretary and head of the presidential security detail. As Sagatwa died in the plane crash,
it is quite conceivable that he was replaced by Colonel Bagosora, who, in fact, was very
close to hlm, Lastly, it is worth noting that, according to several senior Rwandan officers,
Colonel Bagosora was the official who had authority over the special units such as the
Presidential Ouard and the para-colIl'ffi3I1do[battalion].

With regard to
allel networks", it should be recalled that January 1994 saw the
emergence of th
Alliance des militaries agacés par les séculaires actes surmois des
Unaristes (AMASASU), 60 who used threatening language against opposition parties and
rejected the Arusha peace process. Colonel Bagosora was strongly suspected ofbeing one
of the people behind the initiative. In a letter, dated 3 December 1993, to General
Da11aire, senior officers, who wish to remain anonymous, drew attention to the support of
In fact, the French narne does not convey as much meaning; the idea is to make the term "amasasu" look
like an acronym. ln reality, "amasasu" (sing. isasu) is Kinyarwanda for "bul1ets" [or} "munitions".

60
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"soldiers mainly from the same region as the President" to "diabolical schemes aimed at
1
provoking chaos and desolation among the population". They warned that "[0]ther
massacres (... ) are being prepared and will spread to the rest of the country". Colonel
Rusatira was among those presumed to have written the letter,
It was known for a long time that there was a plan to resort to large-scale violence, that
lists of people to eliminate had been drawn up, that militiamen had been trained and
armed. Dress rehearsals of organised subversion were conducted on a smaller scale as
early as 1991 in Murambi, Bugesera and the préfectures of . e, Ruhengeri and
Gisenyi.61AU that was known,62but, relatively speaking, not
doc ented. Already
in December 1993 until March 1994, Lieutenant Mark N
cer (intelligence) of
the Belgian UNAMIR battalion wrote numerous reports
ormation provided
by a small network of informants who spoke of meeti s
t levels of the
State and the Army, the putting in place of s
s aimed at
destabilising UNAMIR, particularly the Belgian
bers of the
opposition, the Tutsi in general and even
and
63
distribution of weapons and munitions. T e
mand
within UNAMIR, but a copy was also sent to t
s) of the
Belgian Army at Evere.
e UNAMIR a lead
'1 is an lnterahamwe

ns, L'Afrique des gramis lacs en crise ...• op. cit.; p. 183-196.
Notably th
Fédération inter
d'enquête sur [es VI
pages.

62

research conducted in early 1993 by an international commission called
Droits de l'Homme et al., Rapport de la commission internationale
des droits de l'homme au Rwanda depuis le ler octobre 1990, March 1993,99

The work of gathering intelligence was continued by Colonel Decuyper when the second battalion
replaced the first in mid-March. One notes striking bias in the collection of data by the 82 officers, who
take interest in the "dirty tricks" in the Presidentiel camp, but not in those of the RPF and its allies. In
"Notes 82 au Cdt KIBAT", there is no mention of a network of infonnants on the activities of the RPF and
its allies, whereas, the 82 officers themselves aclmowiedge that the RPF and their allies "did not play by

63

the rules".
64

The information referred is based on the accounts ofUNAMIR officers who participated in the inquiry,
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was in contact with the ceUs updating them on the security situation in the city. This was
a real killing machine aimed at Tutsis, members of the opposition, even foreign nationals,
especia1ly Belgians. According to J.-P. T., within an hour of the initial arder, they were
capable ofkilling an estimated 1,000 persans every hour.f

death

ad were mentioned. In
e in which he described in
esident Habyarimana. Afrika

resident Habyarimana himself and three
g the course of an inquiry in Rwanda
aged ta cross-check and verify fuis
tion
g the operations of these squads in the
f the report of the international commission of inquiry
less, no judicial inquiry was conducted in arder to
ign consisting of violent subversive activities.
ew York by General Dallaire, which 1 will discuss in a moment, 1,000
mutes, my sources, who conducted the inquiry, speak of one hour.

ln the case of Bel um, the position of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was: we cannat intervene (notably
to conduct weapons se arch and seizure operations), because this type of operations would mean choosing
one side, namely the RPF, and losing our neutrality,
68 Umurava, No. 10, 28 August 1992, pp. 5·8.

67

F. Reyntjens, Données sur les escadrons de la mort au Rwanda, Antwerp, 9 Oetober 1992; excerpts of
this document were subsequently published in Bulletin CRIDEV, No.11 0, February-Mareh 1993.

69

70

Fédération internationale des Droits de l 'Homme et al., Rapport ... , op. cù., pp. 78·84.
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Once again, with regard to this problem, UNAMIR made significant findings thanks to its
investigation into the murder, in Kigali, on 21 February 1994~ of Félicien Gatabazi~ PSD
chairman and Minister of Public Works. The investigation conducted by the UNAMIR
civilian police revealed that the murder was perpetrated by Presidential Guard noncommissioned officers and corporals whose names were known. The investigation
revealed that the following were behind the murder: Captain Pascal Simbikan~a,
brother-in-law of Colonel Sagatwa; Alphonse Ntirivamunda, son-in-law 0 fPresident
Habyarimana; and Emile Nyungura,71 a PSD politician who was
i's challenger. It
is believed that two preparatory meetings were held at the b . ng 0 ebruary ~one at
the Rebero-L'Horizon hotel, which was owned by Presiden
imana, and the other
at Simbikangwa's house, From all indications, the w
4 used during the
attack belonged to the MRND. Hence thanks to the e
nee g
cl by UNAMIR
durlng the police investigation, it was possible to
.sR a direct
etween these
criminal acts and individuals mentioned since
as orming the c
the death
squad, The information that was known fi
ite so
time and ou
the
investigations conducted by UNAMIR cle
at t
iolence was or
sed. In
fact, according to a witness in whom General N
lS
id to have
hfided, in
February 1994, the lists of people to eliminate had,
ames for Kigali City 01Ùy;72
however, this is challenged by Ge
Nsabimana's
who daim that such list
were never discussed. ln fact, Nsabi
opposed atte
p voke massacres. As
he was travelling on the plane that
, he did n
a chance to confirm
that.73
The killing machin
early in the morn
genocide and
cember 1993, "for provoking dissent within the
, possibly on 12 April 1994.
t., pp.662-667) publishes a list of 311 "contact persons"
less than 200 persons in Kigali City. Tt should be noted that
t March 1994, in General Nsabimana's car following a road

According
ilable to me, Nsabimana did not leave the country after the start of the war
in October 1990.
tion in a mission, which, in theory, did not concem him is intriguing.1t
would seern that Pr
abyarimana was suspicious ofNsabimana, as it was mmoured that he was
plotting a coup d'é
at is perhaps why he was included in the delegation; the decision was not taken
until the evening of April during a conversation with President Habyarimana and Colonel Sagatwa,
whereas the Summit had been scheduled for quite sorne time,

73

See African Rights, Rwanda. Death, Despair and Defiance, London, September 1994, revised edition,
August 1995; CLADHO.Kanyarwanda, Rapport de l 'enquête sur les violations des droits de l'homme
commisses au Rwanda à partir du 6 avril 1994,première phase, Kigali, 10 December 1994.These
references do not necessarily indicate that l agree with these publications, the second one, in particular,
contains numerous weak points; that is underscored in a letter ADL wrote to CLADHÛ dissociating itself
from the report. As for African Rights, their political and historical analyses reflect a pro-RPF bias, which
is incompatible with the mission and ethical standards of a good human rights organisation.
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important to make one thing clear in this regard. Whereas the massacres committed by
elements of the Army and militîamen are relatively well documented, there is little
mention of the killings carried out by the RPF beginning on 7 April. Particularly in the
Remera neighbourhood, which is very close ta where the RPF battalion was billeted. The
battalion killed dozens of people, particularly Hutu intellectuals and their family
members. The selective and targeted nature ofthese massacres points to a well-organised,
well-prepared operation, possibly conducted using listS?5

ln the ac
ion of Emmanuel Bagambiki and his family members, it is explicitly
stated that tha
used a list. The people killed with their families inc1ude retired Colonel
Pontien Hakizi
of Major Nuhaha and their children, the economist Daniel Rwamaniye, the
lawyer Félicien
ba, the wife of Sous-Préfet Faustin Sekagina and their children, the
agronomist Aloys Ha
ana, the lawyer Paul Bizirnana, Dr. Charles Mujwangeyo, Jean Gahutu, a civil
servant, former justi e minister, Théoneste Mujyanama, and numerous others. I have a list of 121 persons
who were killed by RPF in Remera secteur between 7 and 9 April 1994.

7S

76

Logbook of the 2nd commando battalion,

77 A highly classified [t'secre: défense"] list of 178 prominent figures, who were evacuated by the French
embassy, appears in A. Guichaoua (Ed.), Les crises politiques ''', op. cit., pp. 697·701. The list does include
members of the President's inner circle, who were evacuated separately on 9 April, first to Bangui and then
to Paris.
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A large majority of those who sought shelter there and who were evacuated on 12 April
were not in any immediate danger. On the other hand, those who were in danger ofbeing
massacred received virtually no protection whatsoever. Already on 7 April, at 11.40 p.rn .•
it was reported at the headquarters of the Kigali sector that all Rwandan refugees were
supposed to have left the camps by the next morning. UNAMIR's inadequacy was
highlighted on Il April. when the 14th company of the Belgian battalion evacuated the
École Technique Officielle (ETO) at Kicukiro, leaving behind two to three thousand
Rwandan refugees, whereas the building was surrounded by soldiers and militiamen.
Most of those people were killed at Nyanza-Rebero as they tried
e ta the Amahoro
Stadium.Î'' It is true, however, that the sudden influx of refug
se
huge problem,
which became a Iogistical headache for UNAMIR considerl
ey aIready ta attend
to other matters on the ground.79
While 1 will not go into detaîls regarding the m
would like to take sorne time to discuss the murd
peacekeepers who were guarding her, befor
political figures.

operations, 1
e Belgian
key

The Murder of Agathe Uwili
the Ten Peacekeepers

refused to have any contact with Prime
e in the presence of Booh Booh was
is attitude was, in fact, testimony to an
as part of the M.D.R. wing which was
and in open opposition to President Habyarimana and
ult; for sorne months now, hostile exchanges had
the president and the head of govemment. The
btedJ
e meeting of 4 April with the officers from the South
the R.T.L.M. referred to as a plot for the planning of a coup

Agathe
iyimana was therefore seen as an opponent, and as such she
therefore had to s
r the same fate as the others (cf. supra). But there is more ta the
matter. In the course of the evening of 6 April and throughout that night, she was
preparing a communiqué that she intended to read on the radio when the station opened at
5.30 am. With this in mind, she made severa! telephone caUs, particularly to Faustin
7&

See African Rights, Rwanda ... , op. cit., pp. 216·219; see also Goffin, Rwanda, 7 avril 1994 ... , op. cit.,

pp. 123·133.

Accordingly, the Belgian battalion was charged with protecting the airport, which meant that its units
were to leave their camp and take tactical positions at the airport.
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Twagiramungu, Roger Booh Booh, General Dallaire and the Belgian ambassador. When,
at around 1 a.m.• Booh Booh informed her that the soldiers had categorically refused to
have any contact with her, Mrs, Uwilingiyimana was overwhelmed and asked the Special
Representative to do all he could to ensure that she made her way to the radio station in
order to address the Rwandan people. It was General Dallaire who contacted Radio
Rwanda and R.T.L.M. in order to arrange for the broadcast. Whilst R.T.L.M. flatly
refused, the very official Radio Rwanda looked for pretexts in order to avoid having to
broadcast the prime minister's speech. I have been unable to establish the exact content of
the message she intended to read, but for the radical elements of
eglme, the danger
was obvious: the prime minister would have logically armou
tha the institutional
void must be filled, and that, clearly, was in compliance
e Arusha Accords to
which the radicals were still vehement1yopposed (wh
agosora said about
them on the occasion of the celebration of the Seneg
:willbe recaIled).
Moreover, it has been seen that, whatever she
e to say.
bers of the
presidential entourage had the prevailing
icticn
paring a
"constitutional coup d'état", which, in and of'
ade
er to
avoid such a possibility, it was imperativ t
be
, from
speaking on the radio.
contacts by telephone, she
she emained physically
dare or did not want
e ci
he was even unable to
same end of the political
ered by Guichaoua, friends
in on e evening of 6 April at about 9
e efused: guided by her keen sense of
e the continuity of the State and to
e many ethers, she had underestimated
6 to
myself advised several politicians and civil
iends that they should seek refuge. Most did not think
ith their lives. We shall see that when the prime
getting tighter around her neck, it was already too
late.
disturbe
Head ofS
State".
In anticip on of the radio broadcast, two teams from the mortar squad of the
Belgian battalion went to reinforce those guarding the prime minister (at the time there
were only five Ghanaian soldiers and a few Rwandan gendarmes) and were to escort her
to the radio station from her residence; two sections of the City group of the battalion
were to protect the external surroundings of the broadcasting house. The two teams from
80 On the next day, 7th April at about rnidday, an officer on duty at the Kacyiru gendarmerie informed General
Ndindiliyimana that "Agathe was killed beoause she was going te make Il speech".
81 A. GUlCHAOUA,
(Bd.), Les crises politiques •.. , op. cit., p. 694.
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the mortar squad, respectively under the command of Lieutenant Lotin and First Sergeant
Leroy, left for the prime minister's residence at around 2.30 am., the first from the airport,
the second on its way back from the force's Headquarters, where it had just driven Mr.
Booh Booh. The two teams were faced with considerable problems, since endless
roadblocks hindered their progress, especia1lyin the Kiyovu neighbourhood in the city
centre. During the night, the entire "presidential" neighbourhood in the city centre which,
under normal circumstances, was protected by several F.A.R. control posts was tightly
sealed by roadblocks reinforced by annoured cars. Gendarmes who were supposed to
clear the way were unable to do S082. For several hours, th
s unsuccessfully
attempted to find alternative routes, ta negotiate, or to have
.A.. liaison officer
intervene, At about 5.30 a.m., the cause of all the dis
became clear: First
Sergeant Leroy signalled that a team of soldiers with ar
osted close by the
Hotel des Mille Collines had told him that only the m' .
could allow the
prime minister to speak on the radio, in the absen
learly means
that it was Colonel Bagosora who was hinderi
eech. The
organised nature of the campaign against t
ther
more significant fact. When the section
d the
broadcasting house and explained to the very nerv
was to protect the location in anticipation of
Uwilingiyimana, the response he r
ed was that "th
office"... Clearly, the instructions we
, and they ca
a roa

ock opened for them by
the prime minister on Paul
y they a
, and two of the four jeeps
around 5.45 and obviously, there was no
ing on the radio. Moreover, in the
er the command of Captain Marchal,
of the broadcasting house, were blocked
at
5, Captain Marchal reported to the battalion
. mission. He then attempted to join the Latin group but

,th e was a total deadlock. The ten men from the mortar
squad w
ngs and within the residence of the prime minister. AlI around
the compo
troop movements and intermittent gunfire. This long period of
two and a h
es important questions. Who was in command of the Rwandan
soldiers belongin
e Presidential Guard and probably to the reconnaissance battalion
surrounding the
pound too? Was the military high command aware of this situation
and if so (something that seemed likely), why did it do nothing? In fact, although the
aggressive attitude of the Rwandan soldiers may weIl have been because they were
subordinates, control could and should have been regained during those two and a balf
hours, a time during which political assassinations had begun in the city. One wonders
where the high-ranking officers were. Let us recall the faets conceming the two highThis situation was to persist throughout the night. The Rwandan gendarmes were reluctant and uncooperative in ail
the secteurs; they insisted that they had not received any instructions from thcir superiors,

&2
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ranking officers who presided over a meeting at the Army headquarters. Colonel
Bagosora claimed he was at home until around 6.30 and that he was at the rninistry of
Defence from 7; for him ta go from bis house ta the office. he had ta pass only a few
hundred metres from the scene of the tragedy. Let us also recaU that it was the ministry of
Defence that prohibited the prime minister from going to the radio station. As for General
Ndindiliyimana, he was at home until a little before 9 o'clock; his house on Mount Juru
street was also just a few hundred metres from the prime minister's residence. Clearly,it
is highly unlikely that these two officers, the second of whom was, furthermore, a
personal friend of Mrs. Uwillngiyimana, would have been unaw
incident of this
magnitude. In principle, military operations were directed by C
Fe .cien Muberuka,
Kanombe Camp Commander and commander of the operati
city of Kigali. One
might suppose that he was in constant touch with the A
ers and the ministry
of Defence. FinaUy, it is to be noted that the command r
.al Guard, Major
Protais Mpiranya, did not attend the meeting at the
night of 6 to
7 April, nor the one which took place at the Ec
.M.) in the
moming of 7 April. His absence at the latter
.
that
aU the commanders of the autonomous uni
ed that
Mpiranya was too busy with other "tasks".

ught refuge

o
minis
execute
Kanombec

her husband'" in the house of Mr.
egalese nationality. His house was within
the
inister's residence. Aggressive and excited
he compound and began to search all the houses. When
lingiyimana couple was, they shot down the door
coup
ad sought refuge, and they took away the prime
hey ere led back to their own house, and were immediately
e sources, their bodies were then allegedly taken away to the
e credence to the idea that they had been killed at the camp.

ln the meantime, things gathered pace around the prime minister's residence. At
around 8.45, the Rwandan soldiers became very menacing. They demanded that the
prime minister be handed over ta them. Lieutenant Latin responded that she had left and
8~ Regarding

the last movemems of the prime minister and the transfer of the Blue Helmets to Camp Kigali, there are
discrepancies in the timings in the various testimonies and accounts, Here, 1have opted for the most plausible lifter
cross-checking with my sources.
84 Their children, taken away Il little earlier by a gendarme, were taken in by another neighbour and managed to stay
alive. They new live Ils refugees in Switzerland,
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that he did not know where she was. The Rwandan soldiers demanded that the
peacekeepers surrender their weapons ("If you don't do as we say, it means you want ta
die"), and they immediately made their move. Two men were rapidly immobilised on the
ground and a third was disarmed. Dewez ordered Lotin not ta surrender the weapons and
ta "negotiate the African way". When Latin informed Dewez that three of bis men were
on the ground, disarmed by the Rwandan soldiers, Colonel Marchal intervened on the
battalion network. He says that since Lotin was right where things were happening, he
was better placed to assess the situation". Dewez therefore allowed his men to do as the
Rwandan soldiers asked and ta surrender their weapons, if
thought that was
necessary". That was the decision he was made to take.
ptio was no doubt
influenced by three factors. Firstly, the relationship betwe
rces on the ground;
secondly, the confidence that Latin had in the words of
fficer, and flnally,
came into play a confusion which was widespread in th
agement (ROE),
which strictly Iimited the use of force and the ri
Even if the
latter were not prohibited by the Rules of Eng
akened the
principle oflegitimate defence in the minds of
The following aecount is based on
commando battalion, a document from the Belgi
were published in La Dernière Heure newspaper of
investigation carried out by a corn
. n of the Rwan
Togolese Captain Apedo and by t
hanaian Blu
Report", and finally, testimonies 1wa
ect myself.
not always tally, when they are tied up 0
lear pi
five Oh lans, were ferried by minibus
e Prime Minister's residence. The vehiole
a 04 Officer at Army Headquarters, to
fiee. In a sta
nt to the Rwandan Army Commission
th the peacekeepers in the street opposite
w
requested to be dropped at the UNAMIR
were received "by a UNAMIR team under normal
s highly improbable for several reasons. Firstly,

not) in any case give or had orders given which could be remotely or otherwise
Colonel
ve the men surrender their weapons. Giving an order of that nature is fundamentally
interpreted as my des
commander. As far as 1 am concerned, only the officer dealing directly with a situation can
against my principles
correctly assess it,"
86 In a message which he sent 10 all the stations on 8 April at 6.25, Lieutenant-Colonel
Dewez was to say: "( ... ) in
future, you shall not allow yourselves to be disarmed under any circumstances".

85

S7 Rwandan Armed Forces, Minutes dd, Intelligence 6 May 1994 (attached). The members ofthis
Commission were Colonel Murasampongo, Chairman, Major Mugaragu, member and Captain Mugarura,
Secretary. Although, 1 shall still refer ta this document in conjunction with the minutes of the same
hearings, 1 am equallyaware of the need to tread with caution. It is possible that these texts were drafted at
a later stage. The very fact that they were only made available to me by Colonel Bagosora's lawyer in
August 1995 is reason for caution. However, regardless of doubts as ta their authenticity, il will he shown
that they do contain very useful information.
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been curtailed, they would have made use of the two vehicles that were in working
88
condition or at the very least, the communication equipment provided in the vehicles •
Further, if the peacekeepers were taken to Kigali Camp at their request, how come
Lieutenant Lotin did not know - as we shall see later - where they were located? Lastly,
according to the Ghanaian soldiers they were made to board Ntuyahaga's vehicle at the
Prime Minister's residence. Ntuyahaga's account seems in fact designed to obscure the
role he played in the unfolding drama, He does indeed appear to have played a major
role. According to the Ghanaian soliders, it is no accident that Ntuyahaga's vehicle was
in the area, he was waiting for them ("waiting vehicle,,)89 .
the peacekeepers
arrived in the camp, they informed Captain Apedo that they
ust en attaeked (see
below) by Rwandan soldiers under the command of a
Last1y, in the final
conversation between Lieutenant Latin and Lieutenant
ez on the battalion
network, Latin cited a Rwandan Major's offer ta ak
ers back to a
UNAMIR post and the fact that he was flanked
d idedly
ing group of
soldiers. Obviously, the Major in question is Nt
aga. t would subs
y come to .
light that it was he who started the rumour tha
cast e ten comman
. ives.

contacted the sector. He infonned them that his men
knew not which camp but added that there must
e Motorola they had used. He thought bis men were
going ta have a nasty time of it". He asked Colonel
88 By the time
ently recovered, the two remaining vehicles were in working condition,
with the keys sti
rs and communication apparatus intact.
89 In addition Ntuy
ouse was situated at the corner ofthe avenue de la Jeunesse and rue Député
Kayuku, There was n eason for mm to go past from the Prime Minister's residence from his house ta
Kigali Camp.
90 The mystery surrounding the death toll of the Belgian peacekeepers raised earlier, which l shall revisit at
a later stage, is apparent here as Captain Apedo's 7 April 1994 report mentions thirteen Belgian soldiers
being taken away by Major Ntuyahaga.
91 Since the radios had fallen into the hands of FAR the Belgian battalion switched to an alternative
frequency at 9 AM.
sz It is surprising that Lieutenant Lotin did not know where he was, considering that he was using Captain
Apedo's Motorola and the latter definitely knew that they were at Kigali Camp. However it is possible that
the communications officer on dut y who kept the radio log book rnisinterpreted Lotin's hastily dictated
message which was given under confusing and trying circumstances.
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Marchal to intervene with FAR. Colonel Marchal informed General Dallaire and passed
on the request to approach FAR. Meanwhile, he made efforts to locate the site of Lotin's
transmission and to make direct contact with FAR. The Sector quickly identified the
camp in question because as earlyas 09.10 AM it reported that Lieutenant Latin and his
men were allegedly taken ta a barracks in the vicinity of the Ecole militaire". But, there
was only one barracks in the ESM compound, Kigali Camp. The use of the conditional
tense in this message is significant and the fact that neither the Sector nor the Battalion
seemed positive about the location. Given that the Sector had lost radio contact with the
[mllitary] observer, the only means of communicating with
quarters was by
telephone. In fact, very conveniently, no one answered the tele
'1 12.08 PM. By
the time the dut y officer finally picked up the 'phone, it was
ated to Dewez
p of' military
edbya

As Lieutenant Latin, in a sequence corroborated by
how, upon arrivaI at the camp, the peacekeepers
personnel including soldiers wounded in battl
rumeur" that the captured Belgians had ta
airplane, they apparently instinctively po c
separating them from the Ghanaians.

nt's
, after

of the assault are less
o loathing directed at
ents. First of ail, it is
ublic
d criticized Belgium's
re ta deIiver ammunition
, the neu
stance adopted by Belgium
favouring RPF and even compared to
imosity had come to the fore at the
elgian contingent unjustly accused of
, which had escorted RPF battalion as it
re
ced - and rightly 50 - about misconduct on
ion when it engaged in sorties and the aggressive and
ing patrois and road checks. Several incidents
um' s political and military partlality'". On several
J

According to one
testifying before the Rwandan Anny commission, "those Belgian soldiers
were brought in by a
andan officer who c1aimed to have caught them at Masaka and suspected them of
having fired at the P êsident's airplane based on military intelligence provided by Bangladesh (sic)
soldiers" (transcript ofhearing, of Chief Warrant Officer Léonard Sebutiyongera). If this is true, two
important deductions could foIlow; firstly, that Major Ntuyahaga levelled the initial accusation; secondly,
that the Bangladeshi soldiers, known to be unreliable in field operations, were the source of the fatal
rumour. ln this regard, one recalls that the "Comité de crise de la Communauté rwandaise en Belgique"
[Crisis Committee of the Rwandan Community in Belgium] lashed out at the Belgians based on "nonBelgian military sources in UNAMIR".
94 For instance, Belgian soldiers hurled a stone through a window of a house belonging to a senior CUR
cadre, Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza; punctured the tyres of Colonel Serubuga (rtd), tore off the medals from an
effigy of President Habyarimana as it was borne by his supporters etc.
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beginning of February 1994t General Dallaire expressed bis intention to request for the
Belgian contingent to be relîeved early, as he considered their presence ta be detrimental
ta UNAMIR's operations. Even if it is patently clear that a number of incidents were
intended as provocation as part of a full-ecale campaign ta destabilize95 UNAMIR. that
they were deliberately blown out of proportion and exploited, especially by RTLM, there
is also no question that the conduet of the first Belgian contingent was not always highly
professional which brings one ta ponder the possibility that perhaps they were partly
nd
responsible for an atmosphere conducive ta the loss of ten lives in the 2 commando
battalion'".
Even sa, there is elearly a need ta apply sorne perspecti
spontaneous reaction by Rwandan soldiers. Even i
peacekeepers did 50 on their own initiative, they wer
out the possibility of de1iberate incitement. The
allegedly started the fatal rumour, which accor .
Warrant Officer Léonard Sebutiyongera'".
witness' testimony, it is significant that he
s
that several informants considered him a member
destabilizing UNAMIR and the Belgian battalion i
murder of the Belgian command
perceived a
withdrawal and paralyze UNAMIR.
as the objec
allowing a genocide and political mass
eed undistu
ta sit in front of the office
Togolese
ptain Apedo. Earlier on. we
make one last contact with Lieutenant
he witnessed his men being attacked by
bars, even stones. A few Rwandan
or fear of being battered by the frenzied
five
elgian soldiers had already been killed or
s managed to join Latin in Apedo's office. Apedo and
ed from the office and escorted ta E8M, where
ire. Three or four other Belgians were then gunned

ss Thus, for exemple,
Lieutenant Nees' reports (c.f, above) narrates a meeting held on 26 January
1994 by the MRND eadership and Interahamwes to devise ways of inciting the militi as and population
against the Belgian soldiers and strategise on sabotaging their activities, The telegram that General Dallaire
dispatched to New York on Il January (c.f above) indicates that during a demonstration staged on 8
January "Belgian troops were to be provoked and if the Belgian soldiers used force, sorne ofthem were to
he killed, leading to Belgian withdrawal from Rwanda".
~6 In this regard 1 can only confirm Colonel Marchal's remarks as reported in the Belgian media on 14·15
October 1995. Even ifthese staternents caused a defensive reaction from the Syndicat libre de lafonction
publique (Public Service Union], other privileged witnesses in substance provided me with the same
information.
91 A. GOFF IN, Rwanda. 7 April 1994 ... , op.cit, p.73
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Belgian soldier was sealed. Pelted by grenades and gunshots, he finally died at
approximately 12.30 PM98• This incident was therefore drawn out over several hours.
Similarly to the events leading to the death of the Prime Minister, this raises questions as
to how both the top command of the Rwandan Anny and UNAMIR could have failed to
take the necessary steps to regain control of the situation. On the other hand, the report
that the last Belgian peacekeeper died around 12.30 PM reinforces suspicions that
military authorities in UNAMIR and FAR could be held responsible for failure to assist
persons in danger.

sy

and
Marcha
(C·Ops).
there was no
For a more detail account of the killing of the ten commandos, see A. GOFF IN, Rwanda, 7 April
1994 ... , op.cit, p.73-77.
99 An incident that took place on 7 April is a good illustration. That aftemoon, Rutbat (Bangladeshi
battalion) troops, intimidated by Rwandan soldiers and a civilian mob, refused a Belgian battalion convoy
access to the Amahoro stadium, The Belgians manoeuvred their way by retreating and firing, eventually
scaling the railings te safety within the stadiurn. In regard to this incident see A. GOFFIN, Rwanda, 7
April 1994 ...• op.cit, p.91-1 04.
98

100 Around 09.30 AM, General Dallaire told Colonel Marchal that the ROE were still effective. However,
the ROE did not prohibit the use of force as a legitimate defence.
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A little after 9 a.m., after learning of a problem at Kigali Camp, Marchal asked Dallaire
to approach FAR commandoAs a matter of fact, Dallaire has just learnt that a "few [UN]
observers" had been killed at the camp. On bis way ta a meeting at the École supérieure
militaire (ESM), which shall be discussed below, General Dallaire, accompanied by
Belgian Major Peter Maggen, senior dutY officer at staff headquarters, was passing by
Kigali Camp between 10.45 and Il a.m. He noticed bodies of peacekeepers in the inner
yard. When he insisted on seeing them, his escort, Gendarme Major Nteraraho, stron~l(
advised against such a course of action, arguing that the Gene
Id not he safe 0 •
Thus Dallaire proceeded to ESM, reaching the meeting betw
1 an Il.15 a.m, and
finding that it had started at 10 a.m. Surprisingly, he made
ion of the incident nor
did he express his concern. It was onlrc at the close 0
that he spoke ta
General Ndindiliyimana about the issue 02, only ta be e
gosara will sort
things out". Indeed, after the meeting ended, aroun
id head to the
camp.

to one simple conclusion: the highest-ranking
the UNAMIR Commander knew - by no later than
o
ctive - of an incident that would ultimately resu1t in the
10 a.
Although lives could still have been saved at that point, no
deaths
e
respo
g
with the alacrity that such a situation would commandoIt
one seeme
fence
that both the Force and the Sector had to contend with
must be said
rtheless
this passive response, in the face of the 1088 of lives and
several incidents
loss of lives, raises questions.
the threat of fu
101 According to the "Donkov report" Dallaire actually attempted to go to the camp three times, but the
military command refused him access C"... he was refused access even by the leadership of the "comité de
crise") [sic]
102 In fact, Iike all the otber officers who attended the meeting, this officer was already aware of the
problem, In addition, Gendarme Major Nteraraho confinned that ''tbings were not right" at the camp and
announced that the Prime Minister had been killed.
103

Hearing transcript, 26 April 1995.
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Colonel Bagosora went to the camp a little after midday. In a statement to the press'?', he
declared that "Belgian UNAMIR soldier(s] attacked Kigali Camp with automatic
firearms and soldiers in the camp returned tire thereby impeding access to the camp".
However, Bagosora altered this account, in a letter he wrote me, ta the effect that he did
not see Belgian soldiers attack the camp, that it was therefore "by deduction" that he held
them responsible for the frictionlO5• In fact, he probably heard the exchange of fire
between the Rwandan soldiers and the last Belgian soldier to resist inside the camp
premises, which would confirm that the latter was only killed ar
12.30 p.m. at the
earliest. In any event, shortly after 12 p.m. Major Beardsl
ili ry Assistant to
General Dallaire, made radio contact ta relay the Kigali C
y Observer's report
that two or three peacekeepers had definitely been kill
others had in a11
likelihood been dealt the same fate.

Cam
Lieuten
should in
defence statu
elements and the
in its quarters.

La Dernière Heure, 6 April 1995.
Colonel Bagosora's letter; Goma 5 June 1995.
106 C. BRAECKMAN,
Rwanda ... op. cit., p. 184.
107 Idem, ibid.
1G3 Idem, ibid.
109 It is technically impossible for "[the] platoon so close to the scène of the ordeal to have monitored by
radio, powerless, every stage of the murder of their comrades" (Idem, p.18S).

1114
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Even so, unanswered questions persist, By 9.06 a.m., Lieutenant Colonel Dewez received
a Motorola transmission alleging that bis men feared they would "get lynched"; a few
minutes later, the Kigali Sector HQ tentatively indicated they might be in Kigali Camp;
shortly after General Dallaire passed by the camp and saw sorne of his men on the
ground. Once he anived at ESM; he waited for the meeting to end before raising the
issue. Similarly Major Maggen did nothing, although he was in a position to make direct
radio contact with Colonel Marchal. On the Rwandan side, Nubaha fled the camp and
briefed the ESM officers. Other soldiers either hid or simply headed to the meeting.
When Bagosora went to the camp; he dared not enter; claimi
at he had heard
exchanges of fire, In short, apparently ail shirked their duties.
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Towards the "Interim Government"
The Crisis Committee at work
On the morning of 7 April, Colonel Bagosora turned up at the Ministry of Defence where
he had made an appointment with the MRND steering committee. It will be recalled that
Mr. Booh Booh had suggested the previous night that MRND be asked to nominate a
candidate for the succession of the President. But the steering co
. e was reluctant,
unwilling to nominate a candidate in such confused circums
,
ecially as it was
obviously impossible to convene the national congress, the
organ under the law
authorized to take such a decision. Bagosora was corn
shorten the meeting
without arriving at a solution. He had to proceed to t
tes Ambassador's
residence for the meeting scheduled for 9 a.m.; it was
a
ooh.

The meeting that ha
around
. at t
Gen
na

con
it was
head it a
opinion, Co
Defence. At a
within the comm

e previo

night at the Staff Headquarters started
litatre (ESM). In attendance, apart frOID
olonel
osora, were departmental heads frorn the
A
d endarmerie Staff Headquarters, operational sector
Corn
r and Liaison Ofticers with UNAMIR.
The
am . ee" was formally adopted but choosing a chairman for
ding to Bagosora, it was General Ndindiliyimana who should
ing, most senior officer. But in General Ndindillyimana's
should occupy that position in replacement of the Minister of
t was observed that Colonel Bagosora no longer played any role
, it was actually led by General NdindiHyirnana.

Participants agreed on a number of principles: firstly that politics should he left to the
civilians while soldiers should only be concemed with security and defence; secondly,
the meeting urged the crisis committee to call upon the "politicians" to fill the
institutional vacuum. Very few participants knew at that time that the prime minister and
severa! ministers had just been assassinated. Furthermore, unit commanders were asked
to control their troops and avoid excesses. And lastly, the crisis committee was asked ta
draft a communiqué; we shall come back to that later. Tt was actually hroadcast in the
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afternoon. It is recalled that General Dallaire arrived in the middle of the meeting; he had
passed in front of Kigali Camp. He hard1y took part in the discussions, only listening as
an observer.
Bagosora tumed up at the Ministry of Defence around 2 p.m., after passing briefly
through Kigali camp at the end of the meeting. General Dallaire was waiting for him
there, In the midst of telephone calls, Colonel Bagosora drafted the aforementioned
communiqué. The crisis committee did not seem ta have been co-opted in drafting the
communiqué even though it had been assigned the task. The c
pniqué, signed by
Colonel Bagosora and broadcast on the radio as from 5.20 p.m.
ast ishing.
It "urged political leaders to discharge their duties more'
, particularly at this
moment of crisis, The Govemment in place is also ur
ge its own duties;
political authorities are equally urged to sp,eed up th e
the transitional
organs provided for in the Arusha Accord." 4S

Presi
the Pre
referring to
passing the
moreover, awed
situation needed

ora and DaLlaire. Dallaire
with the
F battalion. He said that his
by the Presidential guard was not stopped.
be able or willing ta do anything. When
said he would do all he could and
gosora maintained that he was only a
Id n
01 the Presidentiel guard, He referred
Ndengeyinka; one wonders what he, a technical advisor
have been able to do.
Both Bagosora and
that
y did not control aIl the units, "maddened by the
er, a er that conversation, Bagosora asked Major Mpiranya,
ander, to "assemble bis guys and bring them to the camp",
ldiers who were sowing terror. On the whole, everyone was
t assuming the Ieast responsibility.
General Dallaire was,
"unusual calm" he observed at the Ministry of Defence: while the
seriously addressed, nothing was actually done.

That aftemoon, Dallaire repeated1y requested to go to Kigali camp to check the status of
the Belgian pence keepers. Bagosora and Ndindi1iyimana prevented him from doing so,
arguing that there was a unit rioting there and that security was not guaranteed. Dallaire
also offered bis good offices to organize a meeting between RAF and RPF in a bid to put
145
146

The full text of the communiqué may be found in annex,
Except with MRND leaders, who, however, had no constitutional role.
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an end to the acts of violence, but RPF showed no interest in the proposaI. 118 battalion
actually came out of its camp at 4.11 p.m. and started fighting the Presidential guard
soldiers who se camp was near the parliament. That was the beginning of the fighting that
enabled RPF increasingly gain grounds in Kigali. Its main target when it initially set out
was Remera neighbourhood, where the Gendarmerie camp was practically located, It
was observed that it was in that area that RPF caused numerous civilian casualties right
frorn the beginnîng of the hostilities.
Colonel Gatsinzi did not arrive in Kigali until around 4.15 p.m,
Colonel Bagosora had surnmoned him the previous night and
by 6 a.m. in order to take the office of acting Chief of Sta
suspicious reaction. He knew very well that he was in
officers and civilians but he sensed a trap. And sinee 01
him make the joumey by helicopter, he had to tra
'
assessment of the situation in Kigali, and preferr'
leave Butare until around 2 p.m. He traveled
the Speaker of the Parliament who becam
below), Dr. Séraphim Bararengana, President
Higaniro, son-in-law to the Head of State's persona
Kigali, it came under the fire of uni
fied soldiers nea
was hurt. Colonel Gatsinzi immedi
t to the Sta
operational situation as fighting had ju

1

theb
dark an
eleven or
confirmed to

Dallaire insisted again on seeing the bodies of the ten
mpongo said they were in the mortuary, opposite
s incl
g Ndindi1iyimana and Dallaire went there and found
ourt rd. Even though it was difficuIt to count them (it was
piled up), according to eye wîtnesses, there were certainly
s thirteen bodies.148 It was not until 9.30 p.rn. that Da11aire
at he had seen the dead soldiers. The Belgian contingent was

147 He maîntained th
when he Iearnt that RPF had gene out, he went to Kimihurura to evacuate his family
to Kanombe camp and stayed there until the morning of Friday 8 April. ln the evening of7 April, he had
gone 10 present his condolences to the Habyarimana family and to pay homage to the remains of the
victims of the plane crash. As a matter offact, apart from his personal statement, Colonel Bagosora's time
table between 5 p.m. on 7 April and 8 a.m. on 8 April is unknown.
148 Reference was made earlier 10 this enigma, which was not resolved.
It was seen that the military
observer in Kigali camp also referred to eleven victims before Major Beardsley. We should recal1 that
Captain Apedo reported that Major Ntuyahaga took away t'ive Ghanaian and thirteen Belgian soldiers.
Furthennore, the znd commando battalion's logbook stated that General Dallaire saw twelve bodies at the
mortuary, He himself said he counted eleven.
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then faced with a reality it had denied. Faced with the uncertainty in the actual number of
deaths, Lieutenant-Colonel Dewez had a roll call of the battalion in the evening: only ten
men were missing.
Chocked by the condition in which he found the casualties, General Ndindiliyimana went
to the camp to ask someone to take charge. As the soldiers dragged their feet, Colonel
Murasampongo had to take 10,000 RWF from the cash box of the camp bar in order to
pay someone to wash the bodies and wrap them in blankets. It was in that state that a
patrol sent to fetch them found them around 3.30 p.m. on 8 April.!
should point out
that though the bodies of the Belgian soldiers bore several w
s fr
bayonets, gun
butts, machetes, bullets or grenades, there were no signs of
n like eyes removed,
noses or other organs eut, as it was reported in sorne news
After visiting the mortuary, Dal1aire, who went
Ndindiliyimana's men to escort him back to his
ce. As the escort di
that assignrnent, Ndindiliyimana dared not re
me al
night at the Hotel des Diplomates, a few
ay
camp. In the evening, he had a long phone conv
whose assistance he sought for the constitution of a
peace process a chance.

e cr
mittee was raised, an open conflict emerged
serving senior officers, in particular Ndindiliyimana,
laim to the committee's chainnanship, which was
c
ey be
ed that since the committee was military, it required
a se
ore ver, as a directeur de cabinet, Bagosora was considered
a "pol
agosora said: "1 created an organization and you want to
exclude ID
left the meeting and subsequently showed no interest in the
committee.
e Ministry of Defence where a meeting was to be held with the
political formati
at were party to the government, Even though Bagosora addressed
the political asp
of the situation as instructed by the crisis committee, other officers
were of the opinion that the solution should he found in the advice given the previous
night by Mr, Booh Booh.

The 2Dd commando battalion 's logbook referred to ten bodies only.
And also in C. BRAECKMAN, Rwanda ... , op. dt.,p. 185.
It was in response to this decision that Colonel Gatsinzi instituted the inquiry commission referred to
earlier,

149

rso
ISt
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But things did not proceed in this manner as one could see a gulf emerging between army
top officers and the budding government, It was indeed observed that Colonel Bagosora
was making sorne political moves without involving the crisis committee. Officers, at
least the two Chiefs of Staff and Colonel Rusatira, observed that the government that
swore the oath of office on 9 April was not capable ofresolving the problems and sa they
kept their distance. This was clearly demonstrated on 12 April, when the "interim
government" left Kigali for Gitarama, ten senior officers issued a communiqué in which
they tried to sidetrack the govemment by proposing a direct meeting with RPF command
"in order to consider how to pacify the country without further de
d to help put the
broad-based transitional institutions in place:'152 The comm
oadcast without
prior consultation with or advice of the govemment, wanted
e government before
the fait accompli.
Up until Colonel Augustin Bizimungu's appoin
staff, relations between the army high comman
tense and contacts were very restrictive, even
carried out between the army and RPF with
to broker a ceasefire took place without the approv
its will. Those negotiations did not succeed.
Putting the "interim institutions" i
ment. When Colonel
went to the Ministry of
o lead to e formation of the "interim
gosora broadcast the previous day referred
as eompletely different. In faet, the

On the moming
pril, sorne escorts sent by the Ministry of Defence went in search
of the steering co
ittees (or what was left ofthem) of the political formations that were
party to the government. Apart from the vice-chairman, Ferdinand Kabagema, who was
ill, the MRND comnrittee was complete. Those of other parties had been affected in
152 Communiqué bythe Rwandan Anned Forces Command, Kigali, 12 April 1994. The signatories were
Colonel Rusatira, Gatsinzi, Muberuka, Ntiwiragabo, Kanyamanza, Murasampongo, Hakizimana,
Lieutenant-Colonels Rwabalinda, Rwamanywa and Kanyendekwe. General Ndindiliyimana was in
Gitarama when the communiqué was drafted, but he gave his approval by telephone. The communiqué
may be found in annex.
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varying degrees by the events. MDR Chairman, Faustin Twagiramungu took refuge in
UNAMIR while the first vice-chairman Dismas Nsengiyaremye was in Gitarama,
inaccessible. As regards PL, its fust Vioe-Chairman Landold Ndasingwa was killed on 7
April. PDC Chairman Jean Népomuscène Nayinzira went into hiding and the only
steering committee member available was Jean-Marle-Vianney Sibomana, But the
biggest problem was encountered in PSD where no steering committee member survived
the massacres.153
was held without
re facing: the
e President of the
the Arusha Accord
sed transitional
retation was
uld come
ide
lament
resident. It s true that
the relevant provision of the
tes that: ["In the event of
e Republic, (1) the
àd-based transitional
as the President of the
is process was in place:
possi
to instatl a supreme court, a
ansitional national assembly. And even
stable legal vacuum. they have filled it
nd letter of the Arusha Accord. Then,
since, for the sake of continuity and rule
inc
satUe parties as in the previous regime.
the problem of PSD representation. They then decided
ureau, François Ndungutse and Hyacinthe Rafiki
art around 3 p.m, Forming the government was
ess t reduce the number of changes to the minimum. For
that the team remained unchanged. For PL, the murdered
ft, was replaced by Jean de Dieu Habineza, The problem
SD and MDR. AlI the PSD rninisters have been murdered or
of continuity, the Finance and Works ministries were assigned ta
cteurs de cabinet, while the Ministry of Agriculture was entrusted to
4

easy
MRND
minister, r:
was more di
have f1ed: for tli
their respective

153 The Executive Secretary Félicien Gatabazi, murdered on 21 February, bas not yet been replaced; the
Chairman, Frédéric Nzamurambo, and the two Vice-Chairmen Ngango and Gafaranga, were killed on 7
April.
154 Actually, several politicians in the presidential camp already met with Bagosora as from about 9 a.m.
Around 9.30 a.m., when General Dallaire arrived at the Ministry looking for information, he saw Bagosora
there chairing a meeting of'politicians. Bagosora felt uncomfortable for being caught and asked Dallaire
not to stay there, The ether politicians arrived later in the morning; the MDR representatives arri ved at the
Ministryaround 11 a.m ..
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1

Dr. Straton Nsabumukunzi. MDR had lost four ministers inc1uding the prime minister, 55
all members of the Twagiramungu wing, Karamira and Murego seized the opportunity to
revive the 1ine the party had adopted at its congress in Kabusunzu in July 1993,156 MDR
had then nominated J ean Kambanda as the prime minister in keeping with the Arusha
Accord. Jean Kambanda had been found "too radical') and it was finally Faustin
Twagiramungu who succeeded in approving his own candidacy,

In a complete departure from its long-standing policy, the government, it was observed,
did not have any Tutsi ministers within it. That was not surprisi
r it was under the
Kambanda government that the genocide of the Tutsis was c
out. he government,
presented as a coalition government, was in fact only so in
ce, considering the
political landscape that had reemerged for several rnonths
the tearn comprised
the same parties as in the previous govemment, in re it
ompletely to the
"presidential camp": ministers from "opposition p
the wings of
their respective parties affiliated ta MRND in
cornmon
denominator was the increasingly adama
and
increasingly deep distrust of RPF and thos w
ith it.
The meeting at the Ministry ofDefence ended aro
rench Embassy, as sorne
inistry of Defence;
idence at the French
s taking refuge at the
een the embassy and the
y, it see
that the French Ambassador,
informed
the status of the negotiations and he was
ot surprising. Th relationship between France and the
. Moreo
onel Bagosora was the first Rwandan
Such a close relationship was further
ec
f the afternoon, Mariaud called his Belgian
read a list of appointed ministers to him. Swinnen
ing was too "Power'). He pointed out that such a
g
political reality. But Mariaud said he was quite
sati
eliev that forrning a govemment would help prevent a coup
d'Btat,
Of course, he did not think it was an ideal govemment (he
insisted on
Twagiramungu installed as prime minister but his suggestion
was rejected
ut he approved of the choice of the Speaker of the Parliament as
Acting President
ce the government was only provisional ("interim"), he hoped that
negotiations wo
he resumed after the massacres must have been stopped. If that was
bis real conviction, then MarIaud was a victim of the serious misunderstanding referred to
earlier, Under that hypothesis, indeed, he did not understand that the operational logic
155 The Prime Minister and the Minister oflnfonnation
Faustin Rucogoza were killed while the Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Anastase Gasana, and the Minister ofPrimary and Secondary Education, Jean-MarieVianney Mbonimpa, were on the run.
154 See F. REYNJENS, L'Afrique des grands lacs en crise [Great Lakes Africa in Crisis] ". op. cit., pp.

122-124.
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was confrontation.
But was it really a misunderstanding?
When the scope of the
massacres and the new government's refusal to end them became obvions, France
remained the only country to recognize the "interim govemment": whereas he has been
denied access to Belgium and the United States, the Minister of Foreign Affairs Jérome
Bicamumpaka, accompanied by the CDR ideologue Jean-Bosco Barayagwiza, was
received in Paris, where he met with Bruno Delaye, Head of the African Department at
the Élysée.

.,
shortage, and seeking ways and means of
in préfectures and the war-displaced

hat seems quite surreal, considering that at
lized, genocide and massacres were being perpetrated
m Kigali had been in action for 24 hours and the
sive in the North. 158
At the e
session wi
day, sorne me

t the Ministry of Defence, it was agreed that a joint official
mittee would formalize the decisions taken. Throughout the
e cornmittee were attending the meeting at E8M, going to the

This protoeol ma be found in annex,
air of nonnality in spite of the on-going events was chocking in many respects. A few examples: in
the evening of7 April, after visiting the Kigali hospital mortuary, General Ndindiliyirnana, not seeing his
escort retum, decided to go and have a drink at Impala bar before going to the Hotel des Diplomates (to his
great surprise, Impala was not open!); the Army were wtiting memos and records of interviews and
hearings; government and administration continued to issue mission, appointrnent and dismissal orders in
due form; the préfectures and communes issued order forms, especially for petrol, which in sorne cases was
used to bum the Tutsis; as late as 24 May, the Office of the President sent its report on the President's plane
erash te SONARWA [Insurance] Company. In the good old Rwandan tradition, the administration
continued to function on autornatic piloting,
157

1 ss This
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Staff headquarters from rime to time to check the status of military operations on the
ground. Contacts with the Ministry of Defence were increasingly restrictive, reduced to
occasional phone calls to check the status of the politica1 talks. The crisis committee had
not been co-opted; it would be put before the fait accompli. In view of the session at
ESM, the ne~otiators took it upon themselves, each for his party, to contact the "lucky
appointees ••1 and invite them to the meeting. It was around 5.30 p.rn. that the new
government was presented to the crisis committee, which took fonnal note of their
appointment. Participants finalized and signed the additional protocol; thereafter, the
Acting President signed Jean Kambanda's appointment letter;
da introduced his
team, whose appointment letters were also signed.160 That ses .
nde around 10 p.rn,
and it was agreed that swearing-in would take place the fo
day at 10 a.m. at the

Hotel des Diplomates.

orei

a.m.), the first French soldiers landed in
a few Rwandans.
That operation and
utside world abandoned the Rwandan people may not

a

l days in Bujumbura

1~9Certain rninisters were not expecting this honour white sorne were compelled to accept i1, Two of the
appointed ministers were abroad. The Minister of Defence, Augustin Bizimana actually retumed to take
his post white the Minister of Interior, Faustin Munyaseza, expressed his gratitude for the honour and
stayed back in Dar-Es-Salaam, where he had accornpanied President Habyarimana, Similar1y,Enoch
Ruhigira, confirmed as directeur de cabinet for Office of the President, left the country a few days after his
afopointment.
1 0 Both letters may be found in annex,
161 One of the first French planes brought a full load of ammunition for FAR (UNAMIR source).
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In Bujumbura, a rumour-mongering city, the grapevine has been announcing for a long
time that a coup d'Etat was imminent. It is true that there have been sorne warning signs
since 1 June 1993, when contender Melchior Ndadaye was elected President of the
Republic over Pierre Buyoya, Irmnediately after the election, sorne Tutsi students and
civil servants vented their discontent and anxiety on the streets of the capital city; a coup
atternpt on the night of 16 ta 17 June did not last long. Another one took place on the
night of 2 ta 3 July; it was more consistent, for several senior officers, including
Lieutenant-Colonel Sylvestre Ningaba, President Buyoya's directeur de cabinet, were
involved. But people felt reassured as they observed that the cou
aborted and that,
on the whole, the army had reacted loyally,
People were used to persistent rumours of coups, but the thr
e not taken seriously.
That was the prevailing atmosphere on Monday 18 Oc
President Ndadaye
returned home from the Francophone summit that had 'us ken p
Mauritius. The
whole city was talking about an imminent coup d'
SeraI m
at the Army
Headquarters were held over the issue, By
esday 20 October,
was more
specifie news, Around 4 p.m., while the Co
f Min' ers was holdin
ting,
the directeur de cabinet at the Office of the r
é
Ndayegamiye, eived a
phone call from Isaïe Nibizi, commander of the
nd battalion,
e unit in
charge of the Presidential guard, He announeed t
formants had told him that
sorne soldiers frorn the 1st para
ion were plan
stage a coup that night.
Ndayegamîye took the news very se
or in the pre
-3 July attempt, Major
Nibizi had proven loyal and well info
played a
e in foiling the coup
attempt. But that was not everyone's re

Conclusi
The pre
ely restricted scope of the 1994 events in
Rwanda. Not onl
on very short, but even within it only
certain aspects have
other aspects do deserve consideration,
Thus,
asp
e
considered. Nevertheless, it would be
inte
ace
how the war between the Rwandan army and the RPF
else
. Rwanda; the background to this war is til! ta be
eone
address il. Similarly, very little is known about the
horn
fro the beginning ta the end of April 1994: genocide,
politica
es against humanity, war crimes. While crimes committed
by the fa
gime a fairly well known, even though not weil documented, those
attributed to
under-estimated or denied. When they will be revealed, the
world will be st
y their seale 11 o• Blindness ta this consideration by world opinion
falls into the re s of a "well-thought-out" politieal eonformism. The reality of
genocide does not allow the RPF to exploit it to the full and make politieal gain out of il.
Here, 1 have equally not considered in detail the role played by the international
community, Yet, that role was disastrous and has discredited the UN for a long time in
the Great Lakes region in Central Afriea. The ill-adapted character of the UNAMIR
110 On this subject, see S. Desouter and F. Reyntjens, Rwanda, les violations des droits de l'homme par le
FPR/APR. Plaidoyer pour une enquête approfondie, Antwerp, University of Antwerp. June 1995.
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mandate, inability to adjust it when it became necessary and intervene when it was not
too late (both before and after 6 April), are just a ref1ection of the impotence of the
international community even when it is derided by insignificant forces. It is true that the
"policing" role of the UN began only at the end of the cold war, that is, hardly five years
aga. It can therefore be said that we are undergoing a period of apprenticeship, but then
such apprenticeship is done at the expense of Rwandans, Bosnians and Sudanese. What
can be said about two members of this ghostly international community, France and
Belgium? Though, besides the UNAMIR Belgian battalion, France had elite troops on
the ground as from 9 April and Belgium as from 10 April, these
untries, with their
1,500 men, would have stopped an esealation of violen
hic culminated in
genocide 111. Instead of intervening in a country whe
bath had historical
responsibilities, these two "friends of Rwanda" evacuat
s and a handful of
Rwandans, withdrew their troops and closed the door
people dragged
into total horror. According to Rwandan and forei
this subject,
combined action by the French and Belgian
uld have
restored peace and curbed the bloody fury bef

histo
politica
political re
ethnie prism,

at others and I, myself, have said and reiterated to
resentatives of the academie world, who like simple
ence In Rwanda (and in Burundi) have been essentially
his does not mean that 1 deny the faet that ethnicity is of
two countries, where the stakes are often viewed through an
in a crisis situation. Even if the ethnie bipolarity which

111 An ItaHan comp
y was also on the spot and one battalion of American marines was on stand-by in
Bujumbura. 1add that my assessment was not easily made afterwards. In an interview granted on 9 April
and published in Le Soir of Il April 1994, 1 stated: "Ifthey (French, Belgians, Americans) are just
evacuaring their nationals, then we are heading straight for a dis aster . (... ) It would he necessary (, .. ) to
think ofneutralizing the Rwandan army in Kigali". On the morning the interview was published, a member
of the Belgian Government called me ta request that 1 make no more statements which "put our fellow
countrymen, civilians and soldiers in danger"
112 Ilshould be added that the RPF has contributed to reducing the chances of this option when tt
announced that if foreign troops did not leave Rwanda within 48 bours, "they would be considered as
enemy forces",
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characterizes them and makes them so different from the other African countries lends
itself, easily than elsewhere, to ethnie manipulation, this does not in any way change the
established facto Contrary to the way things have often been portrayed by the media,
whieh immediately go for the easy stereotype of "inter-ethnie struggles", the political
eharacter of violence is clear. These are Hutu and Tutsi "opponents" who were
eliminated in a selective but yet massive manner: politicians opposed to the former
regime and/or supporting the Arusha Peace Accords, people active in human rights
associations, executives in the civil society, joumalists and, more generally, the Tutsi
who were a11suspected to be RPF supporters. In this regard, even
utsi who have not
been victims of ethnie violence have had to pay the priee
eir lleged political
sympathies 113. The media have been so blinded by their
interpretation of the
situation that the news agency, Reuters, for instance,
Minister Agathe
Uwilingiyimana Tutsi whereas she was Hutu.

m
form
Bagos
(Presidenti
contact witho
structures (mili
portray the mass

as been negligible, On the moming of 8
erisis committee was not prepared to
er played any veritable role. Political
Mm
Defence under the auspices of Colonel
tu Power" wings at the helm of political parties, who
head of govemment, At the last crisis committee
, Colonel Bagosora informed the committee of the
nt
requested the new Prime Minister ta form his team.
g that period was the control of key units of the army
Battalion and Para-Commando Battalion) which he could
through the normal military structures. The use of civilian
de it possible to broaden the scope of the violence, indeed, even to
es as the result of a "spontaneous reaction by the masses".

Analogies with events which occurred in Bujumbura from 20 ta 23 October 1993
are numerous and striking. Whereas in Rwanda, the objective was to safeguard power
under threat, in Burundi the coup d'état was an attempt to recapture power lost at the
113 To avoid any misunderstanding,
it should be specified that this fact does not at aIl affect the definition of
"genocide" as crimes committed against the Tutsi. As provided for by the genocide convention, the Tutsi
have, in fact, been the subject of a plan to destroy an ethnie group, "as such".
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June 1993 elections. As in Kigali, an institutiona1 vacuum was created by eliminating
constitutionally elected personalities. In both cases, the "official" structure put in place,
the "crisis committee" in Kigali and the "Conseil National de salut public" [National
Council for Public Salvation] in Bujumbura, played no veritable role. It was shortcircuited by intangible structures, Colonel Bagosora and a few party leaders in Rwanda,
and by the "crisis management committee" in Burundi. Again in bath cases, the soldiers
refused to associate the constitutional institutions with the crisis management. Those
initially contacted were representatives of the former one party (MRND and UPRONA),
and not the govemment in place: in Kigali, the Prime Minister
Uwilingiyimana,
was first rejected and later assassinated; in Bujumbura, Franç .
ege 'summoned" the
Prime Minister almost three days after the events began, An
iking anal ogy: it was
impossible to establish responsibillties in these types of"
ithout perpetrators".
The idea was to make people believe that it was anon
0
s who killed the
Prime Minister in Kigali, other politicians and e
clety and six
peacekeepers and who in Bujumbura assassinate
and sorne
of his close collaborators. But of course, b
rked
important personalities who executed aspe
ilitary
leadership said it was powerless but, in fact, did
sto the diabolic machine.
The least that can be blamed on these officers is th
had been cowards and had
failed to honour their oath of offi
ut their crime
re' serious: the complacent
reference to their impotence obsc
rm of passiv
pl' ity, which allowed
"blunders" and "spontaneous actions'
into a real
ter. Finally, in both
cases, they pretended, after a few days,
to
stitutional legality; on 9
April, the "interim" institutions were
li pursuant to an invalid
provision of the 1
. ution; on
October
93, the army decreed the
"restoration of d
tiens" in
'umbura, whereas the lingering coup d'état
that it sanctio
d, suspende
e 1992 Constitution and annulled the
results of the 1993
ogies betw
e two countries also make it possible
to insist once again
hind the violence. ln Rwanda, a tiny
minori
u et
ority
urundi, a tiny minority of the Tutsi ethnie
mi
egua
anda) or regain (Burundi) control of the State, a vital
esour
eplicating a social class.
e is ery different in the two countries, at least provisionally.
In Rwse
violence in order to c1ing to power lost it to RPF, which
today con
lone, The Burundian rebels, on the other hand, succeeded in
recapturing th
ey had lost for a few months at the poIls. In both cases, this is,
undoubtedly, on
ovisional outcome. In any case, this has plunged thèse countries
into an endemie
bility, The new regime in Kigali is autocratie and violent. In the
absence of a political solution, it will sooner or later be confronted with an anned attempt
by those who are today in exile to return ta the country. Concerning Burundi, it has been
engaged, since the end of June 1993, on an increasingly c1ear course of war, a civil war
that would finally break out, if a negotiated solution were not round.
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Annexes
(Order of presentation is chronologi.cal)

-

Telegram of Il January 1994, from Dallaire to Baril (UNDPKO).
Report of the meeting at the Staff Headquarters, night a
Officers present at the meeting of the night of 6 to

-

Members of the "Crisis Committee"

-

Press release from the Ministry of Defi
on 7 Apri119940)

-

Report of Captain Apedo, 7 April 1994.

-

Press release from the Rwand

am

.20 pm on 7 April

1994

e members of the Govemment
command of the Rwandan Armed Forces, 12 April

rces, intelligence report, 6 May 1994
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Telegram sent on 11 January 1994 by General Dallaire to General Baril
in New York (UNDPKO)

(Original in English)
OUTOOING CODE CABLE
DATE: Il JANUARY 1994
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Report of the meeting of the Directeur de cabinet [Principal Private Secretary} with
Gd.N Chief-of~Staff-MINADEF Officers - Army and Gd.N Chiefs-of-Staff. Night of
6 to 7 April 1994
1.

The Principal Private Secretary conducted a meeting on the night of 6 ta 7 April
1994, which brought together the Gd.N. Chief-of-Staff, MINADEF Officers,
Senior Officers of the Army and Gd. N. The Commanding Officers of UNAMIR
and B.S.M. (Officers Academy) attended the meeting.
This meeting was held as a result of the disaster that occ
8.30 p.m. Belgian time, when the Presidential plane
unidentified elements as the President was returni
Salaam.
Aboard the plane, besides our Head of State
Minister of Communication and the Secre
Staff of the Army, Colonel Sagatwa,
Major Bagaragaza.
AlI the passengers and crew perished in tha

2.

The objective of the meetin
possible excesses, reassure th
of power vacuum.
Accordingly, the following meas

i ta act as interim Army Chief-of-Staff

ding Officer made the following recommendations and

. ia of politicaI parties should remain calm.
PO battalion should return ta the camp.
UNAMIR Commanding Officer should be associated with aU meetings
relating ta military operations in the country.
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The Directeur de cabinet provided full collaboration as required by the CUITentsituation.
He was aise requested to enable UNAMIR to monitor the National Documentation
Centre (NDC), which was accepted.
4.

A decision has been taken to hold a meeting of operational commanders, ArmyOd.N camps and units, on this 7 Apri11994, at 10 a.m, Belgian rime, to:
Inform them of the situation.
Introduce the new Commanding Officer to them
Inform them of action to he taken.
Exchange ideas.

5.
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u4

Officers present at the meeting of the night of6 to 7 April 1994

Major General Ndindiliyimana Augustin, Chief-of-Staff of Gendamerie Nationale
General Roméo Dallaire, UNAMIR Commanding Officer
Colonel Bagosora Théoneste, MINADEF Principal Private Secretary
Colonel Rusatira Léonidas, Commander of the E.S.M (Officers Academy)
Colonel Marchal Luc, Commander of the Kigali Sector, UNAMIR
Colonel Murasampongo Joseph, G 1 Army Headquarters
Colonel Ndengeyinka Balthazar, MINADEF Technical Advis
Colonel Muberuka Félicien, Commander of the Kigali camp
for Kigali tO'Y/Il
Lt. Colonel Rwabalinda Ephrern, UNAMIR Liaison 0 1
L1, Colonel Kayumba Cyprien, Chief of Logistics at
MINADEF for the week
L1, Colonel Rwamanywa Augustin G4 Army
L1, Colonel (Gendarmerie) Rwarakabije, 03
L1, Colonel Kanyandekwe Emmanuel, officer at A
L10 Colonel Ndahimana J.M. Vianney, Commander 0
L1, Colonel Ruhorahoza Jean Basco,
cer at Army He
Major Gakara Théophile, G 1 Genda
tionaleHead
Major Nzuwonemeye François Xavier,
ofreconna
Major Ntamagezo Gérard, duty Office
ers fi
Members ofth

Lt. C
Lt. Calo

L1, Colone
Major (Gend

lJ4

Compiled on the basis of various testirnonies, it is not certain that this list 15exhaustive.
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Press release from the Ministry of Deffence (lIS:>

It is with great sorrow that the Ministry of Defence announces to the People of Rwanda
the sudden death of the Head of State, His Excellency Major General Juvénal
Habyarimana, which occurred on this 6 April 1994 at Kanombe, as the plane in which he
was returning from Dar-Es-Salaam was shot down by unidentified elements, in
circumstances yet to be clarified.
On board the same plane was His Excellency Ntaryamira Cypri
Republic of Burundi who perished along with two ofhis Mi

The Minster of Defence requests the people
this sad event and avoid any act likely ta cause a br
It requests the Armed Forces, in p
maintain the courage and clear-sighte
moments.

ra Théoneste
etary at MINADEF

115

This press release was written in the night of 6-7 April by Lieutenant Colonel Kayumba and read on the

radio at 6.30 am
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Report of Captain Apedo
(Original in English)
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Press Release from the Rwandan Armed Forces (116)

Following the sudden death of the Chiefs-of-Staff of Rwanda and Burundi and their
retinue, Senior Officers of the Anned Forces held a meeting on this day, 7 April 1994, at
the Ecole Supérieure Militaire [Officers Academy] to examine the security situation in
the country, in general, and in the Kigali town préfecture, in particular, as weIl as steps to
be taken in arder to rapidly restore law and order and enable the institutions of the
country to resume their normal activities.
AU members of the Armed Forces have been shocked by this
their condolences to the families of the two Heads ofState
families,
After an overview of the current situation in the cou
in particular, participants in the meeting adopted
recommendations:
1.

2.

in place is requested to perform its
concerned are called upon to expedite the
s provided for in the Arusha Accords.

the c
uest
isis.

set up a Crisis Committee to closely monitor the
ry and lend support to potiticalleaders. These
a to take advantage of such contribution to take the

4.

the Rwandan Armed Forces request the population to stay calm
requests likely to arouse a11sorts of hatred and violence.
The popu Ion, in particular, the youth must refrain from acts ofvandalism under
pain of severe punishment.

5.

Due to security problems, participants in the meeting requestpréfecture
authorities to examine the security situation in their jurisdictions including the
possibility of a curfew.

116 This press release was written by Colonel Bagosora at the begirming of the aftemoon, on 7 April1994.
and broadcast over the radio 5.20 pm
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They again call upon the population to brave the hard times we are going through
so that peace cau return without delay.
Done in Kigali, on 7 April 1994
(Signed)

Lt. CoL BEMS Bagosora Théoneste
Directeur de cabinet at MINADEF
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Additional Protocol to the Memorandum of Understanding
between the political parties due to participate in the
Transitional Government sigoed 00 7 April 1992 between the
MRND, MDR, PSD, PDC and PL political parties
The MRND, MDR, PSD, PDC and PL politieal parties;
Considering the oritical situation of institutional vacuum creat
His Exeelleney the President of the Republie of Rwanda;

tragic death of

Considering the untimely death of Her Excellency the P
Cabinet ministers;
Duly taking into account the wish of the repre
peculiar situation prevailing within the party

fthe

Pursuant to the Constitution of the Re
Articles 42 and 43 thereof;
Considering the
DOHEREBY

ing of 7 April 1992 between the MRND, MOR, PSD,
ed on this day, has been modified and completed
otocot.
Article
The parti
Minister.
The nominee fi
the Republic for

1 agree to take immediate steps to replace the fallen Prime
t of Prime Minister shall be presented to the Interim President of
ointment.

Article 3:
Upon appointment, the Prime Minister shall consult with the political parties which are
signatories to this Additional Protocol, in order to draw up the list of cabinet ministers
allocated to each political party, in accordance with Article 6 of the Memorandum of
Understanding of 07/4/1992,
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Within a period not exceeding two days, the Prime Minister shall submit the list of the
cabinet ministers ta the Interim President of the Republic for approval and appointment.

Article 4:
The parties to fuis Additional Protocol agree to assign to the Government the following

mission:
a) To ensure the effective running of State duties with
quickly re-establishing law and order and the secu .
property.
b) Ta continue negotiating with the Rwandan Patrio
in place the organs of the Broad-Based Transi'
not exceeding six weeks.
c) To make aIl possible efforts to solve th
ways and means of assisting the pop
assisting the war-displaced people.

ular emphasis on

f p rsons and their
. h a view ta putting
within a period

Article 5:
The provisions of the Memorandum
amended or replaced by the provisio

FortheMDR

For the

- Froduald KARAMIRA
Second Vice President
- Dr. Donat MUREGO
Executive Secretary

ForPDC
- JMV SrBOMANA

Member of the Steering

Member of the Polilieal Bureau
Committee

and Alternate Legal Representative
- Gaspard RUHUMULIZA
Member orthe Political Bureau
- Célestin KABANDA
Member of the Political Bureau

- François NDUNGUTSE
Member of the Politieal Bureau
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For PL
- Justin MUGENZI
President

- Agnès NTAMABY ALIRO
First Vice President
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Presidential Decree of8 April 1994

on the Appointment orthe Prime

Minister
I, Doctor Théodore SINDIKUBWABO,

Interim President of the Republic,
Pursuant to the Arusha Peace Acoord signed on 04 August 1993, between the
Govemment of the Republie of Rwanda and the Rwandan Pa .
ont, particularly
Article 3 thereof, as weIl as Article 22 of the Protocol Agreem
miscellaneous issues
and final provisions;
Pursuant to the Constitution of the Republic of Rw
articles 42 and 44 (1) thereof;
DOHEREBY:
Article 1:
Appoint Mr. Jean KAMBANDA as
Article 2:
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Presidential Decree of 8 April 1994 on the appointment of Cabinet Ministers
l, Dr. Théodore SINDlKUBW ABû,
Interim President of the Republie,
Pursuant to the Arusha Peace Accord signed on 04 August 1993, between the
Government of the Republic of Rwanda and the Rwandan Patriotic Front, particularly
Article 3 thereof, as well as Article 22 of the Protocol Agreement on miscellaneous issues
and final provisions;
Pursuant to the Constitution of the Republic of Rwanda
articles 35, 42, 44(1) and 49 thereof;

0

HAVE ORDERED AS FOLLOWS:
Article 1:
The fol1owing have been appointed Cabinet Minis
of Rwanda:
. sad Cooperation;
nal Development;

L

2.
3.
4.
5.
6,

7.
ter of Finance;
ZA,
of Public Service;
, Minister ofInformation;
of Commerce, Industry and Crafts;
1
14.
15. Mt.

16.Mr.
17. Mr. Gasp
18. Mrs. Pau
Promotion;
19. Mr, Callixte NZABONIMANA, Minister for Youth Affairs.
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Article 2:
This Decree cornes into force on the clay of signature.
Kigali, 8/0411994

Dr. Théodore SINDIKUBW ABÜ
President of the Republic
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A communiqué issued by the High Command of the Rwandan Armed Forces

Fo11owing the tragic events that befell our country starting from 6 April 1994, which led
to the death of several innocent victims and brought about distress to a11the people of
Rwanda; and following the cold-blood murder of 10 UNAMIR soldiers and sorne other
foreigners; the High Command of the Rwandan Anned Forces believes that it is time to
put an end ta this tragedy.
To this effeet, the High Command of the Rwandan Anned F
the High Command of the RPF ta diseuss together how to .
in the country and ta contribute to the immediate i
Transitional Institutions, in order to put an end to t

; have signed on behalf of the High

Done in Kigali, on 12 April 1994
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Statement by Sergeant George Aboagye
Statement

(The statements by the five Ghanaian soldiers are identical, literally wordby-word. They visibly copied a text, probably the one drafted by the highest
ranked among them. That is why I will reproduce here only the statement by
Sergeant Aboagye)
Name: Aboagye George

ID Nr. B 5181
Rank: Sgt,
Coy:E

PIt: 1
[Pp. 141-142 Original in English]

radio that the President
er that statement over the
Just with
at period l heard two bomb
e firing we were deployed to our firing
o were her personal guards also took
d 4.30 a.m. to 5.00 a.m, the Belgiums [the
s. Two of the cars were parked outside and two were
em for their mission and they answered that they are
conn
. After that they knocked the door but the woman did
not ans
Meanwhile
ing towards the house and 50 the Belgiums also took cover.
White I was a
point I saw sorne of the body guards cutting the "barb" wire. A
few minutes lat
aw the woman and the family passing through that pavement
together with the
dermaries around 6.30 a.m. to 7 a.rn,
Wc were then left with the Belgium soldiers. About 7.15 a.m. we were surrounded by the
Government Forces and ordered to put our arms down at gun point. We were then
doubled (?) to a waiting vehicle (which) drove us totheir camp.
At the camp wc aligned (?) from the van and (were) ordered to sit down. The soldiers at
the camp rushed on us and started beating us from all angles, sorne with rifles, sticks, iron
bars and stones. This made me sustain injuries on both my left leg and sworn (swollen?)
hands.
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There the UN observer asked us ta enter iota the guards' resting room, During the course
of the assau1t, four of the Belgiums collapsed while the rest of us were pu shed into the
resting room, Few minutes later sorne soldiers forced the door open and one Belgium was
fired at close range. Meanwhile the UN observer was also beaten and forced to leave the
area. Wethe Ghanaian soldiers (were) Iater separated frOID the Belgiums and sent to
another place.
While moving we heard rapid firing outside the resting room. We were escorted to
another place together with the UN observer. The escort Iater informed the UN observer
that the FC (Dallaire) has come ta the camp (E.S.M.). The obs
proached the Fe
and briefed him what has happened. The Fe called us and as
e gendermaries
officer to provide vehicle ta convey us to UNAMIR HQ.

On the 6th day of the month of May 1
GARAGU and Captain
; respectively of the
of 22
Il 1994 from the Chief of Staff
the death of ten Belgian peacekeepers of
. ali Camp; being in Kigali Camp;
e Rwandan Armed Forces in Kigali, as

On 7 Ap
rnard NTUYAHAGA left his residence on board a minibus;
traveling ta
ers of the Rwandan Army, where he currently works. On
arrival at the
érieure Militaire; he was stopped by sorne UNAMIR soldiers
(whites and blac
ho asked him for a lift ta their office situated in the Kigali Camp;
stating that they éi an urgent message ta deliver ta their commanders. They boarded the
vehicle and he drave thern up ta their duty post, where they found sorne other UNAMIR
scldiers, He proceeded ta bis place of work. Those peacekeepers were received by the
UNAMIR team in a normal atmosphère, in spite of the consternation that cou1d be read
on the face of everyone present; fol1owing the death of the Head of State and that of the
Chief of Staff of the Rwandan Army.
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After their arrival at the Kigali Camp, rumour seems to have gone around that the UN
peacekeepers who had assassinated the two Presidents of Rwanda and Burundi, along
with their respective entourages, hadjust been captured and were being kept at the Kigali
Camp. Upon hearing this false message, the soldiers of the Kigali Camp went berserk all
of a sudden, forcing open the dOOTSto the annouries and subsequently pouncing on the
UN peacekeepers. They killed four of the peaeekeepers on the spot and the other six were
killed after a Belgian lieutenant from among the UN peacekeepers grabbed a weapon
from a Rwandan corporal, who has not yet been identified, and shot him dead as he tried
ta force his way into the room where the peacekeepers were, in
pt ta drive them
out. It was total madness. Various Rwandan Army officers pr
rie to intervene but
ta no avail, as reported in their respective statements. An
a tried ta assist the
peacekeepers was repulsed by firepower.
2. WHA T DûES THE LAW SAY?
The above-mentioned aets are punishable
specifically under article 452 (2), (3), (4)
military offences. Sorne indlviduals may also be
danger.

3. PERS ONS INTERROGATED:

NA, who was the BASE Commander,
cident and who came to the scene;
the G3 Bureau Officer at the Army

am ;
, who was the duty officer at the Rwandan Army

c
Chie

at the
came to tli

The commission would have wished ta interview Major General Roméo DALLAIRE,
the UNAMIR Commander who, in the presence of Lt. Col. Laurent NUBAHA, was
informed by a UN peacekeeper of Malian or Senegalese nationality, who had been
released by the mutineers, about the situation in the Kigali Camp. From that
interview, we would have been able ta know whether there was any attempt ta save
the situation. Sorne peacekeepers hadjust been killed but some others were still alive.
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4. SHARE OF RESPONSIBILITY:
The killers of those peacekeepers were certainly the Rwandan soldiers who were in
Kigali Camp at the time of the incident. Nevertheless, from all the interviews we
carried out, it is obvions that the confusion and the brutality at the scene could not
allow for identification of the individual killers. In any case, the rumour that went
around and was taken for the truth by the soldiers, following an opinion that had
emanated from sorne Rwandan political circles against the
soldiers because
of their behaviour during the period of hostilities in Rwan
direct cause of
the incident.
As a matter of fact, the coming of the Belgian
contingent that was to provide protection fo
opposed by sorne political circles. After their
are alleged to have compromised their po .

0

f the UNAMIR
vehemently
emselves

They are alleged to have attacked the hom
influential member of the CDR;
According to sorne witnes
SERUBUGA' s daughter;
People wearing the medal of
peacekeepers at roadblocks;
These facts were s read and prop
and the radi
st straw that broke the camel' s back
idential jet, as it was about to land at
by Belgian peacekeepers. The soldiers
their Army chief of Staff, Major General
their physician, Doctor Emmanuel AKINGENEYE, to
ous and uncontrolled reaction by the enraged
of u
rstanding could not enable them to gauge the
ction, ed to the death of the ten Belgian peacekeepers and of
man
deed regrettable. As shown in the interview reports, no one
gave t
k the peacekeepers and nobody planned their murder. But was
it not pos
ce the damage? What is obvious is that the mutineers repelled
any Rwand
ry officer who tried to save the Belgians. The officers could not
use force, as ey did not have any means to stop the mutineers by force of arms,
because of the provisions of the Arusha Peace Accord regarding the consigning of
weapons. A look at the Arusha Peace Accord and the Kinihira Protocol enables one to
determine who had the possibility to limit the damage: it was none other than the
UNAMIR in general and the Belgian contingent of the UNAMIR in particular, who se
mission was to provide security within the city of Kigali. So, what was their reaction?
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General DALLAIRE of the UNAMIR was aware of the presence of the ten
peacekeepers in Kigali Camp and knew that their lives were in danger. Could the
UNAMIR military observers in Kigali Camp have tried to do something, or to alert
the UNAMIR Command, in order to stop the soldiers from breaking into the
armouries they were supervising? Charging the UNAMIR Command with failure to
assist people in danger whereas it was informed of the situation and it had the
necessary means to do so can only be possible after hearing its side of the story,
because it was indeed that organ that was responsible for security in the city of Kigali.
5. CONCLUSION:
The degradation of the tactical situation in the operati
city of Kigali and the ever-increasing confusion th
engulfed in a full-scale civil war sinee the killin
6 April 1994 cannot, at the moment, allow th
investigations. We are therefore forwardin
information and we suggest that investig l
allow.
We certify that this report is co
For the Commission:
Colonel Josep
Major Léod
Captain

20.22 The
20.45 Belgi
Airport.

is shot clown as it cornes in to land at Kanombe Airport.
UNAMIR and CTM are blocked within and around the

21.00 General
DILIYlMANA arrives at the Airport.
21.00 Colonel BAGOSORA, on his way home, hears ofthe shooting clown of the
plane, He proceeds to the Anny Headquarters, via the Ministry of Defence,
22.00 General DALLAIRE arrives at the Army Headquarters.
22.30 The Gendarmerie evacuates MRND dignitaries from Kimihurura,
23.30 General DALLAIRE, Colonel BAGOSORA and Lt. Col. RW ABALINDA go to
Mr. BOOH BOOH's residence
23.30 Colonel Marchal arrives at the Army Headquarters.
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24.00 Colonel RUSATlRA briefly appears at the Army Headquarters.

7 April 1994

01.00 DALLAIRE and BAGOSORA are back at the Army Headquarters.
01.30 Colonel BAGOSORA leaves the Army Headquarters.
04.15 A section of UNAMIR is repelled when it tries ta mou
wreckage site.
05.30 Two teams of the mortar platoon manage ta reach the
they are immediately caught up in an exchange of fi
06.30 Artack on the residence of F. NGANGO ofPSD.
06.30 The Ministry of Defence issues a statement av
07.00 Attack on the residence ofB. NGURlNZI
07.00 Colonel BAGOSORA arrives at the
MRND leaders.
07.30 Attack on the residence of J. KA VA U

Court.
08.30
08.45
08.55
09.00
09.00

The Prime Minister flees her esidence and hides
The mortar platoon is stopped
rotecting the
The 15 peacekeepers (10 Belgi
hanaians)
The peacekeepers arrive at Kigal
BAGOSORA, NDINDILIYIMA
arrive at the residence
of Ambassador
SON of the
09.06 Contact be
nant LOT
Motorol
same time
"angry'
09.10 The place wh
10.15 Be ..
ofthe
10.45
AI
by t e 19a1iCamp and sees the peacekeepers on the

Il.
12.15
12.30 En

rthe
ce of
DASINGWA of PL.
ES ,BAGOSORA proceeds to Kigali Camp.
of the last Belgian soldier at Kigali Camp.

13.30 BA
waitin

ives at the Ministry of Defence; DALLAIRE ls
there.

ANA arrives at the Ministry of Defenee; telephone contact with
14.30 NDlNDILI
RPF.
16.11 The RPF battalion leaves its encampment and fights with the Presidential Guard.
16.15 Colonel GATSINZI arrives in Kigali; Colonel BAGOSORA proceeds 10
Kimihurura, then to Kanombe.
17.20 A communiqué issued by BAGOSORA is read over the radio.
19.00 Meeting of the Crisis Committee at E8M.
20.30 The bodies of the Belgian peacekeepers are discovered in the morgue at Kigali
Hospital Centre.
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21.30 DALLAI RE infonns MARCHAL of the death of the peacekeepers; Lieutenant
Colonel DEWEZ orders a Battalion roll call; NDINDILIYIMANA spends the
night at the Hôtel des Diplomates.

8 April 1994
08.00 The Crisis Committee holds a meeting at ESM.
08.30 BAGOSORA proceeds to the Ministry of Defence where
scheduled to take place.
13.00 Beginning of the political negotiations.
16.00 End of the negotiations.
17.30 The "Interim" authorities are introduced to the
22.00 End of the installation meeting at ESM

9 April 1994
03.43 Landing of the first French tr
10.00 Swearing-in ceremony for the
at the Hôtel des Diplomates
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Abbreviaüons
ADL

Association Rwandaise pour la défence des droits de la personne et des
libertés publiques
Rwandan Association for the Defence of Hurnan Rights and Public
Freedoms

ANT

Assemblé nationale de transition
Transitional National Assembly

APR

Armée patriotique rwandaise
Rwandan Patriotic Army

CDR
CIA
CLADHû

CND

CNDD
CTM

Coo

ilitary
eme

ESM
ETü
FAR
FDD

FPR

ent
énér
etora
r External Security (France)
f Mi itary Intelligence (RPF)
'/Territoire d'outre-mer
partmentJTerritory (France)
.rie ure militaire
ilitary Staff College
E e technique officiel
Official Technical College (Kicukiro)
Forces armées rwandaises
Rwandan Anned Forces
Forces pour la défence de la démocratie
Forces for the Defence of Democracy (Burundi)
Front patriotique rwandais
Rwandan Patriotic Front
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FRODEBU

Front pour la démoctratie au Burundi

Front for Democracy in Burundi
GION

Groupe d'intervention de la gendarmerie nationale
Intervention Oroup of the National Gendarmerie (France)

OTBE

Gouvernememni de transition à base élargie

KWSA
MDR
MINUAR
MRND

oxcr
ONATEL

ONU
OZRT

PAFE
PARENA
PDC
PDI
Isla
PL

Parti il

al P
ial~
oc
age
'on 1 re des mille collines
'on et de renseignement militaire

fMilitary Action and Intelligence (Zaire)
SOR

SOJEDEM
UPRONA

néral du renseignement

ate of Intelligence Services (Belgium)
S
'aritéjeunesse pour la défense des droits des minorities
Youth Solidarity for the Defence ofMinority Rights (Burundi)
Union pour le progress national

Union for National Progress (Burundi)
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